Swasti ka
found in
bathroom

William Raspberry
wins Lovejoy Award
By MEGHANN FOYE
NEWS EDITOR

• Chosen in 1997 as one of the 50 most
•influential journalists in the national press
Icorps by the Washingtonian, William
^Raspberry will be bringing his expertise to
Colby in November as the 1999 Elijah
Parish Lovejoy- Fellow.
Raspberry, a Pulitzer Prize winning
'columnist, will be honored at the 47th annual Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation,
announced President William Cotter in a
press release.
The award is given each year to honor
journalists who have made important efforts
in their field and the memory of Elijah Parish
J_o-vejoy, a Colby graduate who became , the
first martyr to the Free Press.
The award is named for the native of
Albion, Maine who received a degree from
Colby in 1826. In an attempt to defend his
abolitionist newspaper against a pro-slavery
jnob, he was killed Nov. 7,1837. The Lovejoy
f ellow award was created in 1952 to honor
journalists, editors or publishers who have
attempted to further journalistic achievement in the spirit of the freedom of the press.
At the convocation, Raspberry will give
an address and receive an honorary degree
from Colby for his journalistic achievement.
The add ress w ill be given at 8 p.m. on
Friday, Nov. 12, in Lorimer Chapel.
Students are invited to attend the lecture.
In 1994, Raspberry won the Pulitzer
Prize for Distinguished Commentary as
well as the Lifetime Achievement Award
from the National Association of Black
Journalists.

Presidents * Council
declares emergency
meeting

in 1994 , ra spberr y
won the Pulitz er prize
f or Distin guished
Commentar y as well
as the Lifetime
Achievement Award
from the National
Association of Blac k
Jour nalists .

By MEGHANN FOYE
NEWS EDITOR

"This event has deeply saddened
me," said Student Government
Association
President
Ben
Humphreys in the opening of the
Emergency meeting of Presidents'
Council this Tuesday evening.
In an opening statement,
Humphreys made students aware of
a 10-by-10 inch swastika inscribed
into a wall found by a student
Monday morning. The symbol was
found in the men's bathroom on the
second floor of the Pugh Center on
Monday morning at 11 a.m, according to Humphreys.
As of Tuesday evening, Dean of
Housing Paul Johnston, the dean on
call Monday morning when the incident occurred purported no known
leads to a suspect.
Students were made aware of the
violent graffiti on Monday afternoon through an E-mail signed by
administrators and student leaders.
Since the time of the e-mail, another
student also came forth to the
Student Goverment Association
saying he noticed the graffiti on
Saturday night. This event was
addressed in the opening statements in Presidents' Council.
According to Dean of Students

The author of "Looking Backward at
Us," a collection of columns, Raspberry is a
journalist as well as a professor. He is currently teaching at Duke University as the
Kni ght Chair in Communications and
Journalism. According to a press release, he
is a fellow of the American Society of
Professional Journalists and he has been
awarded honorary doctorates by 15 institutions of higher learning.
Each year, the Lovejoy Fellow is chosen
by members of a committee of distinguished newspaper editors. The group is
chaired by William Kovach, director of The
Nieman Foundation at Harvard University.
Ex officio members of the prestigious group
include Jane Healy, managing editor of the
Orlando Sentinel; William Hilliard, former
COMMUNICATIONS
execututive editor of The Oregonian; Ann Raspberry, Pulitzer Prize winning journalist visits Colby in Nov.em.ber.
Marie Lipinsky, managing editor of the
Chicago Tribune, Matthew V. Storin, editor pred include Ellen Goodman of the Boston David Halberstam, Murray Kempton of
of the Boston Globe; President Cotter and Globe; Katherine Graham and David New York Newsday and Robert Maynard of
the chair of Colby's board of trustees.
Broder of the Washington Post; John Kifner The Oakland Tribune.
Previous journalists who have been hon- and Anthony Lewis of the New York Times;

SWASTIKA, continued on page 2

Pugh Center Rep
fights for vote
By MEGHA N N FOYE

According to Sanders, the task
force was acting in response to a
student of color being racially
harassed by a white student.
According to members of the
task force, this incident was not
adequately addressed in meetings
and something needed to be done
make sure matters of race weren't
overlooked in the future.
"The members of the Task force
believed that it is extremely important to have someone on president's council that would no let
issues like that pass with out doing
something about it/' said Sanders.
As a result, by-law titles 99-03
extend a permanent invitation to
the P. C. A. Representative to sit in
on meetings of Presidents Council.
It also says that the position is nonALLIANCE, continued on page 3

NEWS EDITOR

Some argue that a voice with no
vote really isn't a voice. To Pugh
Center Alliance Representative
Kenya Sanders '00, these sentiments are truly felt each week in
Presidents' Council.
Through her position on
Presidents' Council as P.C.A. Rep,
Sanders voices the opinions of
members of the Pugh Center, produces bi-monthly reports, makes
motions in PC, but as of the
October 12, no motions were
passed giving her the right to a
vote.
Her position was created in the
spring of 1999 following a recommendation by the members of the
task force on Institutional Racism,
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The addition to the Bixler Art & Music building will give much need space for art students .

New art wing projected for fall 2001
By JON SILBERSTEIN-

LOEB

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

ing and photography studios.
"The new art building," said
Peyton R. Helm, Vice President for
Development
and
Alumnae
Relations, "will be similar in style
to the new Lunder Wing-constructed in a Classic New England
style."
Architect Fred Fischer, wh o
also designed the . Lunder Wing,
has been awarded the commission
to build the new facility. Unlike
the Lunder Wing, Fischer intends
to incorporate a lot of open areas
into the new studios to provide for
a more "flexible space" says Helm.
"Both studios will be completely

open, with no partitions which
helps to open the space visually,"
said Church.
According to Helm, construction of the new art facilities will
cost 400,000 dollars. Those raising
money for the new building are
anxious to get the necessary funds
prior to President Cotter's resignation at the end of this school
year. Helm said, however, that
President Cotter full y su p por ts the
project and intends to raise the
money prior to his retirement.
Construction of the new art
facility is scheduled to begin this
summer.

Colby's art department needed
new studio facilities and the
trustees heard its plea, announcing they would build new and
improved art studios to open the
in the fall of 2001. The stakes outlining the site have already been
Maine votersprepare
/Maine
placed.
While the trustees have given
to vote on ref eredum
r/a *m *~m *mL
preliminary
approval to build, new studios aim to remedy this
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price and schematics remain in problem.
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The current studio space, in
question preventing final permissee pa£e f our
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sion. It is expected that final per- addition to its small size, also has
mission will be granted in January insufficient lighting and ventiladuring the next trustee meeting tion. "The sculpture studio we
when more information is avail- have now," because it is currentl y
located in the basement of Bixler,
able.
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constructe d between Bi xler and Church , who is doing an IndepenI
Roberts," said Steve Collins, dent study on the proposed buildDirector of Communications. The ing and designing her own version.
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new building will have two floors.
the
curr ent studios, "is not that
The first floor will contain sculpbut the new "painting stugrea
t,"
ture studiOB. The second floor will
dio will have a combination of fluhouse painting studios.
These new studios are intended orescent and incandescent lights
to replace the mediocre, cramped an d a lot of w i n d ows," sa i d
kq^^^^a^j_^^^^^^^^^^^^^H facilities in Bixler, The construc- Church, which will help to remetion of these new facilities has dy the ventilation problem.
In add ition, the new studios
been a top priority of . the, art
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will
"open the foundations studio
l^i: !7 . :.v4!A _^^^^^^^BI^^^^B^J department who has requested the
classes are begin(Foundations
construction of new studios for
ning
classes
for
studio majors) and
,
sometime
more
studio space",
create
so
much
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The Golb y Echo

5921 Mayflower Hill

Waterville , ME 04901
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MATTHEW APUZZO, Editor in Chief
DANIEL MORRIS, Managing Editor
MEGHANN FOYE, News Editor
DAVIDKERTLEY, Sports Editor
.GEOFF WARD, Opinions Editor
RYAN DAVIS, A&E Editor
MELAME GURYANSKY, Photo Editor
J ENNY OTDONNELL, Photo Editor

By MEGAN CASSELLA
STAFF WRTTER

GARETH OSBORN, Layout Editor
JON SILBERSTEIN lOEB, Assistant
News Editor
KAREN VTTALI, Subscriptions Manager
PIPER ELLIOTT , Ad Representative
KATIE RAUCH, Ad Representative

The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in. session.
Letters
The Echo encourages letters bom its readers , especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 440 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances , print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author , not of the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact its about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call
(207)87203786, e-mail echoads @colbv.edu. or fax (207)872-3555.

207« 872»3349

echo@colby.edu

Off the Kill

Princeton May Halt
Plus Marks

Prince ton University
Princeton , N.J.
Concerned that high marks have
become commonp lace, Princeton
Universi ty might do away with the
A-plus.
Under a plan propos ed by a faculty committee , A-plus w ould be
replaced by a grad e called "A with
dis tinc tion," for truly outsta nding

work.
One idea is to assign it a symb ol,

such as "A. " Instead of being worth
4.3 to the studenf s grade-point average, the "A with distinction " would
be worth 4.0, the same as regul ar A.
In addi tion, faculty members
would have to file written explanations with each "A with distinction "
they give.
The recommenda tion, which still
must be approved by the Ivy League
universi ty 's facul ty, was sugges ted
last week by an eight-member faculty committee that was asked to come
up with possible solutions to the
problem of grade inflation -too many
students getting A's and B's.
If approved , it would t ake effect
for the 4,500 undergradua tes beginning in the 2000/2001 academic year ,
"Th e problem we've got with A
pluses is that there 's too many of
mem to suggest that the students
getting them are reall y doing exceptional work ," said Princeton
spokesman J ustin Harmon. "And
they 're no t evenl y distributed across
the subjects. If s easier to get an Aplus in science and engineerin g than
it Is in the humanities. We want a
common standard and we want it to
mean something. "
Some students worry that the
change, while well-intended , could
end up making them look bad to
grad uate schools or potential
employers by reducing their GPAs.
"I'm not sure if it will accomplish
all they say," said Robbie Adler , 20,
of Scottsdale,Ariz., a junior electrical
engineering major.
Students are being asked for their
opinions on (he proposal , but ultimately the decision will be the faculty 's, Harmon said.
Several other top universities
don't use A-plus at all, accordin g to
Princeton officials. Among them:
Brown , Dartmouth , Harvard , MIT
and Yale. Columbia , Cornell , Penn
and Stanford all use A-plus.

False ID maker arrested

Boston College
Newton, MA
Keith London was arrested by
Boston College for the sale and man-

ff
l^ Taie^^

ufacturing of false identif ications.
He was subsequentl y held withou t
bail for failing to identif y himself
and giving false names. London
al egedly sold false Georgia driver 's
licenses to underage students willing to pay $45.
A student, Meghan Reynolds '01
after purchasing an ID from. London ,
notified her HR. "Ithoug ht he could
have been an underground cop, " she
sta ted.
After being arrested London supposedly gave the police a detailed
lis t of 20 people who had bought IDs
from ham. London faces five-year
felony charge for the manufacture of
false IDs, federal changes may also
apply.

Bowdoin unveils
Cable Network

Bowdoin College
Brunswick , ME

The Bowdoin Cable Network is
one of the school 's newest organizations. On October 13, the station
began premiering its first student
made videos. In addi tion die station
plans to air weather reports, news
bulletins , student adver tisements ,
and a TV guide for the station. BCN,
has also contracted with SML's Lome
Michaels to air videos made by his
Burl y Pear Company. This is the
same company which produces
"Saturday Night Live" and "The
Conan O'Brien Show."
However , the BCN plans to specialize in providing origina l program to the Bowdoin Community
Possible show ideas include a cooking show, "The Bowdoin Tower," (a
campus soap-opera) and the viewing of original student videos.
The BCN is financed by
Bowdoin 's one-time $19,000 investment in production equipment, a
$9,000 annual bud get, and a $4,000
anonymous contribution.

Vermont Transit
creates stop at Bates
Bates College
Lewiston, ME

As of October 13, Vermont Transit

will offer a stop directly on the Bates
campus for bus trips to Portland ,
Boston , and Portsmouth. "The goal
of the chan ges were to accommodate
more people by offering more parking and a stop on campus /' said Ken
Wyman, the termin al manager for
Lewiston , The reason for the station
chan ge will hopefully remove the
10-20 minute delay caused by going
in and out of Lewiston.
Compiled by Gareth Otbom

Maine workers were insp ired to
move heavy rocks and build walls.
Associate Professor of Eng lish Linda
Tatelbaum helps motiva te people to
move them in ord er to mak e their

lives simpler.
Tatlebaum , who : lived on a
homestead in Maine , uses easil y

recognizable metap hors such as
moving rocks to teach peop le how
to live life in her new book "Writer
on the Rocks: Moving the
Impossible. "
Plagued with wri ter 's block on a
Maine homestead, confron ting the
recen t death of a close friend and
the fear that she had no audience ,
Associa te
Linda
Tat elbaum ,
of what
writes
Professor of English
she needed most duri ng this period
of hardshi p : mo tiva tion and its
sources.
'" Writer on the Rocks uses the
physical activi ties of building stone
walls , moving rocks , gardening , and
carpen try as a way of understanding
what it takes to find your dreams , set
your goals , and work with determination to achieve them," says
Tatelbaum.
Closely connec ted to nature via
ysical
labor, Tatelbaum transph
formed her writing, previousl y considered by herself to be hopeless ,
into an inspiring guide to motivation. Throug h laboring and fanning ,
she uncovers how to make goals that

once seemed impossible , possible.

"If s not reall y about writers ,"

says Tatelbaum, "It' s about how we

reach our goals and finding out what
matters and how we're goin g to get
that"
Tatelbaum has been profoundly
influe nced by her 28 years as a pro fessor. So much so, tha t "Writer on
the Rocks" is organized as a course
curriculum she refers to as "Body
English," a metap hor for the joining
of bod y and mind necessary t o
obtain motivation. Each chapter
func tions as an individual lesson in
a particular course. There are a total
of 12 cours e areas, ranging from
physics to economics to psycholo-

gy*

Yet three basic tenets underscore

Tatelbaum's curriculum.

"Vision
what
matt ers.
Er gonomics - whaf s possible. And
Levera ge - what moves."
These three princi ples, accordin g
to Tatelbaum, are crucial to motivation and must be iden tified in order
to achieve one's goals.
In addition to providing her
devoted Maine audience and other
readers with a long-awaited second
book , she brings a new meaning to
the term self- motivated.
Writing was not a challen ge
enough. Tatelbaum also edited , published, designed , and publicized her
book. Perseverance and hard work
has finall y resul ted in public at ion
and althoug h much harder than she
had expected, Tatelbaum, believes it
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well worth the struggle.
"If s hard to have the introversion
of a writer and the necessary extroversion to publicize and pro mote
your own work. But the rewards are
tremendous. "
"Writer on the Rocks" is not just a
book for wri ters, but for anyone who
has dreams , goals , and knows the
challenge of strivin g to achieve
them.

"Wri ter on the Rocks" is for sale
in the Bookstore and will soon be
av ail able in
Miller
Libr ary.
Tatelbaum 's fiist book , "Carr y ing
Water as a Way of Life: A
Homesteader 's History, " about coming to Maine in 1977, building a
house, and living self-reliantl y off an
organic garden and solar electricity,
is also in the bookstore and available
in Mill er.

SWASTIKA: importan t dialogue is f i rtsstep towards a resolution
Continued from -page one

students and faculty.
In a two-hour open forum students and presiJ anice Armo Kassm an, these statements have dents of dorms voic ed person al refle ctions as well
promp ted various investigations , a campus-wide as opinions on proac tive measures to end acts of
E-mail addressin g the act and an emergency meet- hatred on campus.
ing of Presiden ts' Council on Tuesda y evening.
"We are in a community—we must take this
Humphreys convened the meeting for a vari- oppor tuni ty to ta lk," said Gray, "Discussion is
ety of reasons . The first was to restate the facts of very impor t ant ."
the case and dispell any rumors. The second was
Most agreed that encourto express the sorrow of SGA members and to aging open discu ssion was
offer an apology as a communi ty. Third , crucial in comba ting rac ist
Humphreys wanted to bring to light all progr ams attacks. One student admitnow in place that deal with issues of multicultur- ted his own ignorance in the
alism and encourage attendance. Finall y,he want- matt er.
ed to vote upon an emergency resolution that was
"When I found out about
dr afted in the meeting of student leaders , facul ty the swastika , I have to admit I
and staff.
asked myself 'why is that a
, "I t is a meeting of Presidents ' Council and a big deal?' It took discussion
meeting of Communi ty," said Hump hreys .
with my fr iends over dinn er
Kassman also gave a repor t explainin g the to realize how significant it
measures taken thus far.
was. "
"The incident has been repor ted to Safety and
"It needs to touch everySecurity, the anti-defamation league and Maine one," he said. "We need to
Authorities ," said Kassman.
encourage open discussion. "
In addi tion, Kassman aler ted Presidents '
Perkins-Wilson Pre sident Aver y Roth '02
Council of a meeting including r
offered a person a l rea ction to
senior staff—President Williair IN A TWO-HOUR OPEN the act, "As a member of
R. Cotter , Johnston , Dean o:[
Presidents ' Council and also a
Facult y Edward
Yet arian , FORUM STUDENTS
member of the J ewish commuProfessor of J ewish Studies
nity on campus , I' m really
' AND PRESIDENTS OF
Howard Lupovi tch, membeni
scared of this... "
of Hillel and Kassman - thai t DORMS VOICED PERThe idea of ti ghtening the
was held to discuss the situa
Colb y commun ity was fundaSONAL REFLECTIONS
tion.
mental in many of the opinions
"I encourage anyone wit-* AS WELL AS OPINexpressed Tuesday evening.
information to come forward tc
"The most impor tant thing
the Dean of Students Office/! IONS ON PROACTIVE
we can do is to look at oursaid Kassman.
selves , and think about the way
MEASURES TO END
In an attempt to bring stu
we are all prejud iced , the ways
dent voice to the events,\ ACTS OF HATRED ON in which the community is
Presidents Council' s fourtl 1 CAMPUS.
divided. If we look at ourissue of order allowed for com
selves , we can be more accep tmunity response where stuing of each other. It is impordents voiced their opinions on the act of hatred
tant that we look at ourselves not as a campus that
and shared possible solutions.
is divided in little groups , but as a communi ty as
Vice President J ohn Gra y took the opportunity
a whole," said Averill President Park Burmeister
to encourage discussion in the room of over 100 '00.
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Linda Tatelbaum with the two books she has authored.
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Aft er much discussion , statements began to
address the idea of the creation of a campus-wide
committee on multiculturalism as a pro-active
step towards combating racism.
Kassman and Yeterian clarified that while the
idea of such a committee had passed unanimous ly in Presidents ' Council , the motion had been
revised by the College Affairs Committee to create
two separate committees, one
on multicultural issues with an
interlocking comm itt ee on race
and racism.
This step in the process was
blockin g the vote on the creation of a new committee made
up of students , f aculty and st aff
to address issues of race.
After heated discussion , a
resolution to the constitution
pa ssed unanimousl y:
"The
Colb y
College
St uden t
Governmen t
Association condemns the illegal pla cemen t of a swas tika in
the Cotter Union, and all other hate crimes; suppor ts the administrations and associated parties
in their investigations of this event; and pledges
to engage the community to help preven t this
typ e of crime fr om reoccurring. We express our
outrage at this hateful and reprehensible act
and aff irm that the public disp lay of this symbol
- which represen ts one of the most horrid
regimes in the world' s history - exceeds all
bounds of free expression. "
Upon
adj ournment
of the meetin g,
Hump hreys recognized that while the Presidents '
Council meeting had outlined no specific steps to
be t aken, progress had still occurred .
"It would have been irresponsible of
Presidents ' Council to decide how we are going to
specificall y address the issue in less than 48
hours ," said Humphreys. "It's an issue that is
going to take a lot of thou ght and consideration
and needs to include the entire Colb y
Community. "
He adds , "J udge us on our efforts later , but let's
get started. "
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Time to plan fo r JanPlan 2000
January should see Acero. He can
direct you to the college's main
STAFF WRITER
sources of internship listings.
The first of these sources is the
As the temperatures begin to Alumni Internship Source Book,
drop, we are constantly reminded
JanPlan 2000. This large binder
that January is just around die corcompiles information from Colby
ner. Now is the time for students Alumni -who are willing to prointerested in participating in offvide internships to students. The
campus JanPlans to begin their listings range from top accounting
search. According to Jorge Acero, firms to small schoolhouses, and
the Internship Coordinator, stu- cover a wide range of cities and
dents should have their JanPlan
states, including a few in Europe.
choices narrowed
Another referdown by midthe
ence
is
NOW IS ALSO THE
October.
Resource Library,
year, TIME FOR STUDENTS
Each
also located in
hundreds
of
Eustis. There is an
Colby students TO BEGIN THE
internship filing
take advantage of SEARCH FOR SUMcabinet that prothe
college's
vides pamphlets
unique January MER INTERNSHIPS ,
and information
term by leaving ESPECIALLY SENIORS sheets, filed alphaWaterville for the
betically by genre,
month to partici- WHO DON'T HAVE
that are mailed to
pate in off-camthe
school by
JOB PLANS RIGHT
pus
programs
emp l o y e r s
and internships. AWAY AND WOULD
announcing availSome intern in
able internships.
their field of LIKE TO INTERN
The main recstudy, working at BEFORE GRADUATE
ommended source
law firms, hospifor seeking interntals, and publish- SCHOOL.
ships
is the
ing companies.
Internship
Others use the time to pursue Exchange Database on the World
alternate interests.
Wide Web. The address is
Examples from JanPlan '99 http: www.colby.edu career,serv
//
/
/
include students who kayaked in internships / internshipshtml.
Baja, Mexico, worked for the ski
At this page students can locate
patrol in Aspen, Colo., conducted the Internship Newsletter, which is
research at a dolphin behavior lab in updated "biweekly and announces
Israel, maintained trails in the Costa award funds as well as internships
Rican Cloud Forest Reserve, and made recently available. The
interned at Elle Magazine, newsletter was formerly printed and
Nikelodeon, and the soap opera, distributed around campus, but is
"All My Children."
now only accessible on the internet
Many students might be wonder- to reduce paper waste.
ing how to go about choosing a
By connecting to the InternCenter
JanPlan. It's really quite simple if datab ase, students can search for
you visit the Career Center and their ideal internship by genre, locaOffice of Off-Campus Study, both
tion, time of year, salary, company
located on the first floor of Eustis.
name, and keywords. This is a vital
Students looking to intern during source for students looking to intern

By MELISSA KRAUSE

Low
Rates ByThe
Da

BUdOet

ONLY LOOK GOOD ON
A RESUME, BUT ALSO
PROVIDE VALUABLE
REAL-WORLD
EXPERIENCES.
internships, espedally seniors who
don't have job plans right away and
would like to intern before graduate
school. Most large employers have
hiring deadlines by February and
March for the summer.
Many students are not aware of
the number of grants available to
students participating in internships. In addition to those listed in
the Internship Newsletter, the
College has its own grants, formerly
called'the Spedal Internship Awards
Fund, but recently renamed the
Linda Cotter Internship Award
Fund in honor of the former
Internship Coordinator who retired
last summer.
The grants provide students with
a small stipend to carry out their
internship, and to defray the cost of
living away from home, and the cost
of transportation. Each grant is ,for a
maximum of $600 and will be
awarded on financial need base.
Interested students are urged to
apply by the Dec. 1deadline.
There are countless opportunities
available for Colby students this
Jahuary and beyond, so get your act
together and start checking out your
possibilities. Internships not only
look good on a resume, but also provide valuable real-"World experiences.
Stop by and see Jorge Acero, the
Internship Coordinator, in his office
in Eustis weekdays from 9:30 to 2:30,
or by appointment Tuesday and
Thursday nights 7-9. The Resource
Library will also be open Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 7-9 p.m.
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voting, but must give a formal
report at each meeting.
"Currently my duties include
attending bi-monthly Presidents'
Council meetings, conducting biweekly Pugh Center Alliance
meetings, and giving a formal
report at every Presidents'
Council meeting," said Sanders.
While this in itself constitutes
more representation than other
groups on , campus receive at
Presidents Council, Sanders also
wishes the right to vote at meetings.
"Presidents of dorms do not
have to do all the things that I do,"
said Sanders, "Presidents do not
give reports of their meetings at
Presidents Council and they only
hold meetings once or twice a
month, and yet they have voting
privileges that I do not."
According
to
Student
Government
Association
President Ben Humphreys, students must take into account that
there are other members at
Presidents' Council that play very
important roles, yet do not have
the privilege of making motions or
voting, including the president,
vice-president, secretary, treasurer
and parliamentarian of SGA. Also,
Humphreys says that Sanders'
position is unique because she
represents "every student-on campus, because each student has the
right to be a part of a group in the
Pugh Center." This differs from
other members of Presidents'
Council who only represent certain individuals from their dorms.
Sanders contends that lax measures in last years meetings have
made it very difficult for her to
make any progress.
"At the end of the year last
spring the past Presidents'
Council passed a motion that
would have been by-law 99-04.
That bv-law stated that the P.C.A.
rep. would have the
ability to make
motions,"
said
Sanders. "The minutes for that meeting were never
taken or they were
lost because no one
except the President
remembered that
by-law
being
passed."
This year, when
the motion was
made to allow
Sanders a right to
vote, Sanders claims it was voted
down with "very little discussion."
Sanders feels it is important to
have the right to vote because
"that is one of the ways on this
campus that the people are truly
represented."
"I feel it is a slap in the face and
an injustice to the members of the
Pugh Center alliance," said
Sanders, "How can their interest
be represented fully on this campus if they are expected to just be
seen but not really heard?"
After the motion to grant voting rights was voted down in the
September 21 meeting of
Presidents Council, Sanders took
the problem to students. In one
hour and 50 minutes she was able

^\

of the executive board. This wO'uld

strip the position of
the right to make
motions as well as
negating
any
chance of a vote.
"This is a much
more natural position for the P.. CA
rep/' . .,. ¦.. . ,i ,. says
Humphreys. '"The
P.CA's job is to
represent clubs and
student organizations. Actually her
job is very much
like that of the
other members of the exec. .bo ard
such as president, vice-president,
secretary, etc." Humphreys stated
that it is most effective for the
P.C.A rep to be a part of exec
board, because it is there where
she can "talk to SGA and SPB reps
to receive funding for social pro-gramming and plan events."
Humphreys feels that if
Sanders is concerned about equal
representation for minorities than
he is willing to bring the issue up
for debate at Presidents' Council.
"If what she's asking for is
equal representation of minorities
than we should call her position
'Minority Affairs Representative,'"
said Humphreys, "let's not mask it
in a politically correct euphemism."
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to get the 200 signatures necessary
to take the question to referendum.
"I decided to go outside of
Presidents' Council to get the ability to vote because they were so
against it and I also believed that
students have a right to know
what is going on at this
school..."said Sanders.
When asked his opinion, SGA
Vice-President John Gray was concerned about the opinion of the
other members of Presidents'
Council who argue that Sanders is
asking f or the right to triple representation.
"The petition was not about
people getting an extra voice or
extra representation, it is about
people's interest getting equal representation," said Sanders, "I hope
that students will understand the
need for everyone's interest being
equally represented."
While Humphreys is aware of
the need to address equal representation of all . members of the
campus, he is opposed to the
motion allowing a vote to* the
P.C.A rep. In fact, in next
Tuesday's meeting, he will make -a
motion through a President , in
Presidents' Council to make the
position of P. CA. Rep. a membec

Al Corey Musi c Center
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at anytime in the year because it is
compiled by thirty colleges in New
England and the mid-Atlantic states,
and is fast and simple to navigate.
Students can use the program in the
Resource Library, or at any time of
day from their own rooms.
Search results provide students
with lists and short descriptions of
internships -that match their
wants, and include open-able
links to each job including J a
longer description, qualifications,
compensation, contact information, and when it was last updated*
Before sending off a resume,
Acero recommends calling the
employer to see if the internship is
still available, at which time students may express interest in the
organization. He also suggests
pursuing at least four or five positions at a time so that students'
hopes are not set on just one, and
so they will have the ability to
choose from those that chose to
hire them.
In regards to writing a resume
and cover letter, Career Services
offers helpful handouts on both,
including what information to
indude, how to word it, and what
paper to print it on. They will even
help edit and proofread student
resumes.
Once students have chosen their
JanPlan, they must obtain a faculty
sponsor. The sponsor must be a
Colby professor whose academic
discipline relates to the subject matter of the internship. The next step is
to make a declaration of intent by
completing a Field Experience
Application form with your sponsor
by Dec. 1for JanPlan candidates, or
by May 1for students seeking credit
for summer internships. Though
most January internships are not
paid, students can still receive credit
if they are paid,
Now is also the time for students
to begin the search for summer
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Refe renda in Maine
Pa rtial-bi rth

Angus King, Maine's independent
Governor, opposes banning partial

abortions spark
debate on Question 1
By MATT APUZZO
EDITOR IN CHIEF

birth abortions and legalizing
marijuana for medical purposes.

represents has a law against
them."
Maine governor Angus
King plans to vote against
the ban, largely because of a
key word omitted from the
referendum. The law would
allow doctors to perform the
procedure in the event it was
needed to protect the mother's life. King would like to
see the word "health" used
in place of life.
"Overall, we feel these are
decisions to be made by the

Only two late-term bird,
abortions have been performed in Maine in the last
15 years, but the debate over
their legality is fierce as
Maine residents gear up for
a referendum on the Nov. 2
ballot
The proposed measure
would prohibit the practice
of partial birth abortions, in
which the fetus is partially
delivered in the breech position. The physician usually
makes an incision in the
back of the head and uses a
catheter to suction out the
brain.
The procedure is the
source of debate because it is
the current battleground in
the pro-life, pro-choice
debate. Because its use is so
infrequent, proponents of
the ban would see its passing as more of a symbolic
victory. Similarly, opponents
see the ban as a threat to personal choice.
The significance of the
referendum in Maine is
twofold. Should the ban doctor and the patient." said
pass, Maine would be the Dennis -Bailey, a spokesman
first state to pass such a law for Gov. King. "What they've
referendum. done is taken the health out
through
Currently, 29 states have of the hands of the doctors."
passed laws banning partialWhile Dr. Warren Hern, a
birth abortions, but all have leading expert on the subpassed them through their ject, wrote in the American
legislatures. Second, with 60 Medical News in 1995 that
percent of states having laws the procedure would never
on the books banning the be necessary to protect a
procedure, it could conceive women's health, the proably become, easier for the posed ban is still viewed as
procedure to be banned oh a unnecessarily obtrusive by
national level.
many pro-choice supporters.
"Once a state has a ban,
"If s a solution in search
ifs pretty difficult for the of a problem," said Bailey.
congressional delegation to "The rare times this proceignore what the state itself dure is used, I would hope it
thinks," said Paul Voile, was used to protect life and
executive director of the health of mother, but put
Maine chapter of the yourself in a woman's shoes
Christian Coalition. "It that has some complication
makes it a lot more difficult and that may require this
for Olympia Snowe to vote procedure. I don't think the
against banning partial birth governor wants to be the
abortions when the state she authority on this. It should

be left up to the doctor and
patient.
Government
shouldn't be involved."
Bailey pointed out that
Maine already has a lateterm abortion law that prohibits abortions in the third
trimester. Partial-birth abortions are primarily done in
the third trimester but are
occasionally performed late
in the second trimester.
But Voile says Maine's
elected leaders are ignoring
the voice of the people. A
recent survey polled 100,000
across the state and
revealed, Voile said, that of
the 75 percent who knew
what the procedure entails,
82 percent favored banning
it.
The state legislature has
voted down laws banning
the procedure twice. King
threatened to veto any bill
coming out of the legislature
that banned partial-birth
abortions. The measures
failed by threte votes both
times.
"That's upsetting that
(elected leaders) violated
their oath and trust with the
people in Maine," said Voile.
Opponents of the bill also
claim the wording on the
ballet is so vague that it
could be tised to ban all
abortions in Maine, the true
goal of the referendum's
founders, they say. Similar
laws have been thrown out
by courts in other states
because of this vague language.
While the campaigns for
and against Question One
were expected to cost nearly
$1 million each, the campaign has been waged primarily among friendly
ground. With under a month
to go until the election, both
sides are campaigning
among its supporters rather
than trying to convert opponents. This strategy, many
agree, is an attempt to get as
many people out to vote as
possible.
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Family Weekend
The weekend of October 29-31 is
Family Weekend. Among the
events scheduled for the weekend
include musical performances by
the Colby Symphony Orchestra on
Saturday at 8 p.m. in lh.e Lorimer
Chapel and by Livingston Taylor
also at 8 p.m. on Saturday in the
Given Auditorium of the Bixler Art
and Music Center. The Children's
Halloween Extravaganza; in which
community children ages two to
ten will have the opportunity to
participate in activities like trick-ortreating, pumpkin decorating, and
face painting, takes place on
Sunday between 3 and 6 p.m.. A
full list of activities can be retrieved
at www.colby.edu/parents/ family.weekend.uidex.html.

Referendum puts

marijuana decision
in hands of voters
.
li

force doctors to write prescnptions in violation of federal law
"They
are
promoting
legalEDITOR IN CHIEF
ization for recreational use," would jeopardize their medical
said Craig Brown, director of licenses and virtually ensure
If question two on the Nov. Mainers for Medical Rights, of the drug would never be pre2 ballot passes, Maine will those who feel his initiaitve scribed.
become the sixth state to enact does too little.
"It ought to go through
laws allowing the use of mari-"They're using the gimmick drug trials and be able to be
juana lor medicinal purposes. towards full legalization. We prescribed like any other
The initiative, put forth largely are narrow and specific in tar- drug," said Bailey. "Use your
by the Portland-based activist geting patients who are gener- efforts to lobby congress to get
group Mainers for Medical ally agreed to have the need of this listed as an available
Rights, aims to offer marijuana (marijuana) as a medicine," he drug."
as a treatment for a variety of said in a Maine Times interHowever, Bailey added, he
{IItioccac
view recently.
didn't think Gov. King was
While not supported by
ready to legalize it on a nationGov.Agnus King, (he referenal level.
dum is believed to have a firm
Sally Sutton, executive
base of support among the estidirector of the Maine Civil
mated 100,000 marijuana users
Liberties Union, said the govin the state.
ernmenf s laws prevent the
Opponents of the measure
necessary
research that would
daim it will lead to legislation
allow
marijuana
to become a
that legalizes marijuana in all
prescription
drug.
cases, something most -politi"If s more of a chicken vercians are very hesitant to supsus
the egg" she said. "The
port. But proponents say they
federal
government has stood
are simply looking out for the
in
way
of
those tests. Of course
needs of those who could benewe
would
all prefer that there
fit from the drug's legalization.
was
a
prescription
coming
"These sorts of issues are
from
a
doctor."
the kind of issues in which you
Surron said her organizaexpect a sort of hypocrisy;" said
tion's
support for the referenAssistant
Professor
of
dum
stems
from the desire to
Government Joesph R. Reisert.
-unfair
see
legislation
taken off
"Any candidate is going to
But King still opposes the
the
book.
have to appear as against drugs bill, largely because marijuana
"The civil liberties interest
as anybody.But, there's a hope is still a controlled substance
here
is that we don't have laws
on the part of the backers that under federal law and patients
on
the
books that punish peothey can get this kind of thing who use the drug could still be
le
disproportionately
to the
p
passed. They want to show prosecuted by federal drug
crimes
they
commit,"
she
said.
people that when marijuana is officials.
While
the
original
backers
being used medicinally,the sky
"What you're asking Maine
doesn't fall."
to say is 'if s illegal to use drug of tihe bill don't intend to purThe referendum would but you're going to self-med- sue it to overall legalization,
allow patients diagnosed as icate yourself,"' said Dermis the Maine Civil Liberties Union
suffering from AIDS, multiple Bailey, a spokesman for Gov. most likely will. Sutton says
sclerosis, glaucoma and other King. "There's some literature opposition to the law comes
similar diseases to either grow that says it will help you. I from the governmenfs insisor possess a controlled amount don't doubt fact that some peo- tence that all drugs are bad.
of marijuana. Cancer patients ple find relief, but the problem Federal laws, she said, also
suffering from the effects of is that this law is going to be keep research on the subject
chemotherapy would also be contrary to federal law. This is from being completed.
"Society has not been able
not going to let anybody off the
included.
to look at the fact that marijuaMembers of Mainers for hook."
Doctors would not pre- na does have some benefit to
Medical Rights say they don't
scribe
the drug under the new some people," she said. "Ifs
have an agenda that will lead
law.
Rather,
they would simply part of the whole war on drug
to the legalization* of pot for
recreation use. In fact, leaders sign a letter saying the patient mentality that has let us not see
have been criticized by some as suffered from one of the listed that there is value for this
being too specific about having diseases and had been medication for this group -of
marijuana available only to the informed of all his options. To very seriously ill people."

By MATTAPUZZO
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Panel to Discuss Human
Rights in Africa
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A panel will discuss "The >
Challenge of Defending Human
Rights During War*. Experiences
from the Congo and Elsewhere in
Africa" on Tuesday, October 26 in
Lovejoy 100 at 7 p.m.. Sponsored by
Oak Institute for the Study of .
International Human Rights, pan- _,
elists include Jo Wells of Amnesty
International and Sulirnan Baldo
and Scott Campbell of Human
Rights Watch-Africa.

Broth ers
Cab
Com pany
Serving Colby &

Waterville for
years

Largest company

in town
Open 24/ 7
Vans Avai lable

861-8100
861-8200
_____________________ MM iis_ ._j fj Tik\M^___i
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We're closer to Colby than
Downtown Waterville !!

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
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Professional Graduate Programs
in Public Affai rs
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The following gradua te programs In ttie School of Public Affairs
offer you the oppor tunity to learn new management and research skills and
to prepare for careers in a wide variet y of governme nt, not-for-profi t and private-sector organizations , private or public research , policy
analysis and advocacy , and professional organizations '.
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A representative of American University will visit the
Graduate & Professional School Fair
on Wednesday, October 27, i999,from 11;30 a.m, to 2:00 p.m.
\n the Page Commons Room of Cotter Union,Colby College
¦
¦¦ v'
' ' .<. ;. ¦ . . '
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For information, call 6r write:
'
,American University j^hpol^f R^lloAff^s
4400 Massachusetts A^
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Phone: (202) 886-6201 or 885-2469; Fax ; (202) 885-2353
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product* mMinor mid*from tht
paptr, plaatlc, miul andgrlMi that
you'vt bainTtoyeltng,
But to lw«p raeyaUngf working to
h«)p prone! thf Mivironmint, you
nnd to buy thow product*.

Call m IMP Peace CorpsOffice at (207) S8M 366

BUY RICYCLID.

Live with British
students In the very

center as a Registered
Visiting Student of

a medieval college

with university privileges ,

.

Internet:
www.amerlcan.e du/academtcdepts yspa/spa-home.htm ;
¦
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Attention SMlori:
Apply Now for Assignments Departing After Graduation
ALL MAJORS ELIGIB LE AND ENC OURA GED TO APPLY!

Master of Public Policy .
Master of Arts in Political Science
Master of Public Administration
Master of Science in Justice, Law & Society
Master of Science in Organization Development
Master of Science in Personnel/Human
Resource Management
and Ph.D. programs in
Political Science; Public Administration; and
Justice,Law and Society,

;
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Summer and graduate study
Washington International
Studies Council
2 H Massa chusetts Avenue. N,E,
Washington , D.C, 2O0O2
Phone Number: (202) 547-3275
Riw Telephone! (800) 3SW-WISC
Faclmlle: (202) 547-1470 ¦
E-mail: wUcfleroli.com ,¦ ¦ , . .
www.itudyftbroad.com/wlsc

AND IAVi;

Solook tar and buy product!mud*
from novated npMrtali. Ami dottt tor*
CftttoodtbrattAmtrlc«R#cyol«iDay .
, onNovtmDwlBih,
it uotiw ntMit th« work) to w, r<*«
tmtorooluuv, mil l-MO-OU-EDFor
vtittour w«b»ti«»lwww(fdr,org
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Langua ge assistants enjoying
their Colby experience
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By JACQUELIN E

OGUTHA

STAFF WRITER

Celine Mansanti, the French language assistant from La Brie, France,
heard about Colby when she was
searching for a study abroad program. She had never been to the
United States before coming to
Mayflower Hill, but she welcomed
the opportunity for various reasons,
among them the fact that former language assistants from France had
spoken well of their experience.
"The school I attend has agreements for teaching opportunities
with universities and colleges all
over the world, and Colby is one of
them," she said. "They depicted the
campus as a ha-ven lost in beautiful
Maine."
Colby's foreign language program includes employing language
assistants for a year. These assistants
have duties ranging from teaching
conversational classes to organizing
language tables to simply being a
resource for Colby students studying a foreign language.
Chie Ito, the Japanese language
assistant, hails from Kyoto, Japan. A
Kansai
Gadai
of
graduate
University, Ito hopes to become a
Japanese teacher. She spent most of
J ENNY ODONNELL/THE COLBY ECHO
her junior year and her senior year
,
and
Ito
,
from
top
to
bottom.
Castano
,
Mansati
studying at the University of
Louisville in Kentucky,and accepted and the fact that unlike in Sp ain, the
"Students here know they will
the job at Colby because she "want- campus is "a completely different find a job. and they have great
ed to teach Japanese to foreigners, world, separated from the city."
expectations," she said.
and be a resource to those interested
The language assistants find
The social and academic life at
in Japan or its culture."
Colby differs in some ways from life Colby's language program impresFor Victoria Rios Castano, tihe at the universities where the lan- sive, especially the small-sized classSpanish language assistant from guage assistants studied. According es and professors' readiness to help
Avila, Spain, the offer from Colby to Ito, "students do not have to live students. They all emphasized the
provided a great
in dorms in importance of learning a foreign lanworking opportuniand guage.
Japan,
ty and is great for
"Language is culture," said Ito,
campuses are
my English."
small in size."
who added that learning another
She added that it
She noted language "provides a good opportuis very difficult to
that the class- nity for students to look back at their
get a job as a teacher
room experi- own culture."
in Spain. Castano,
Castano who has studied German
ence at Colby
who also plans to
was markedly and English in addition to Spanish,
teach, had never
different
thinks that learning a foreign lanbeen to the United
because at her guage "is one of the best things we
States before she
U n i v e r s i t y , can do to improve world relations."
came to Colby.
"students do
Mansanti not only supported this
The language assistants are not ask questions or make comments view, but added that learning a forenjoying their stay, and according to in .class," and that class is not as eign language allows us to "see our
Mansanti, it is the people at Colby "lively and as active" as it is at own language from the outside, and
who make the experience worth- Colby.
better understand how it works."
while. "People not only say hello to
Learning a foreign language is
Castano misses going out late at
you, but also smile and hold the night and into the morning, some- challenging and requires both time
door open for you," she said, adding thing she said was a normal occur- and effort. However, the language
that it is the little things that con- rence in Spain.
assistants advised that making use
tribute so much to "building a nice
"Students go out at one in the of the numerous resources available
and warm atmosphere."
morning from Thursday to Sunday," at Colby, including language tables
Ito, who misses Japanese food she said. Mansanti noted that com- and study abroad programs are
that is not readily available in Maine, pared to students in France, Colby excellent ways to build a solid base.
is grateful for a friendly campus. students are more confident and
As Castano put it, "you have to
"People are always nice to me," she optimistic.
mix theory and practice."
said. Castano loves the landscape,
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47 Main St. Waterville,Me.
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Awareness
Week \
1
I
1
1
1
1
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/ FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
/ Social Action Theatre
iet Tubman:
/ 7:30 pm, Pugh Center. "Harr
/ Past Present and Millenium. "

\
\
\
\

/ DJ/Dance/Music Video Party
9 pm — 1 am. Page Commons Room. Star in your
own music video! Videos will be taped all night
with various hit songs available. While you're
waitin g, practice those moves on the dance floor!

I

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23
THE REACTO R!!!

Pm%
Umz*Shot
~*

Reasonable Rates
Senior Rates

_

\

/ THURSDAY. OCTOBER 21
I Homeless Shelter Acapellathon
I 7 pm, Page Commons Room.
/ Some of Colby's best A capella
I singing groups band together for
/ a concert to benefit the Mid I Maine Homeless Shelter.
/ Donations will be appreciated.
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24 Hours

Alcohol

-.
I
J
|
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6 pm—Midni ght Foss Parking Lot. The REACTOR
is the ultimate high tech thrill ride, takin g you to
different worlds and marvels. You can be Cole
Trickle drivin g his Mello Yello stock car to victor y,
or fly an F-14 on a crucial mission to save the
world as we know ItThese and many other adventures await you! Prepare to be amazed!

I
I
I
1

Colby Table Tennis Tournamen t

Preliminar y Rounds
All afternoon , Page Commons Room. OK, so you're
the best player In your dorm. So what?!? If s time to
put those skills to the test and face Colby's toughest
st udents , facul ty, and staff In the colle ge-wide table
tennis championshi ps.

looks like a perfect d
|
The only problem is, it's a p. ^^^^^
^^^^^ |

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 24

Table Tennis Championshi ps
$ pm. Page CommonsRoom. A great event year after
year! Come see Colby's best players duke 11out , not
1 to mention many Interestin g theme matches!
»•
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Ic'e dyilexUu A reading disability where
lome Wdi confumhelr da with their p'l. ba
ami qV Dut, with the dglii lielp, moat of ilittMJ
kid» can go on to do well In school. Call
1«888'GR8-M1NP or viiltwww.iaonline.org .
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CSNAP Challen ge Celebra t ion

Celebrate with your fellow CSNAP Challenge Victo rs
at a Pizza Party In the Spa from 5 to 7 pm. Free TShlrts will be given to all who accomplished their
V goal; hot to mention fabulo us door prizes!
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Naughty By Nature enjoyable, but unremarkable
By RYAN DAVIS
A&E EDITOR

As is to be expec ted at a Colby

concert, the wait between the start
time on the ticket and the time
Naughty By Nature took the stage
was longer than the concert itself.
Nonetheless, Treach , Vin Rock and
DJ KG put on a high-energy show
and genuinely seemed t o enjoying
themselves as they played for a
crowd tha t, by and large, kn ew only
two or three of their songs.
While some of the concert proved
just why the audience knew so little
of the band' s music, the show was
undoub tedly an enter tai ning diversion.
After the smash hits "O.P.P." in
1991, "Hip Hop Hooray " in 1993
and , to a lesser extent , "Feel Me
Flow" in 1995, Naug hty By Nature
has all but fallen off America 's cultural radar. The group is quite obviously aware of this fact and had the
good sense to bookend the show
with their well-known songs. They
kick ed thin gs off with "O.P.P,"
allowin g the audience to sing the
refr ain "Yeah, you know mie!" each
time it came up .
After that song, the band members began to prove why they are
three-hit wonders. Very few, if any,
of their other songs possess the
party-anthem vibe that has marked

their onl y successes.
After a while, the songs
all sta r t ed t o blend
together into one undistinguished rap. While
certainl y a fun rap to listen to, it failed to
impress me as the work
of an especially t alen ted
group of musi cian s.
On several occasions, Vin Ro ck, cla d in
a sweatshirt and boxers ,
incited the audience to
jump around at the
beginning of songs. It
speaks to the band' s
less-than-stellar abilit y
to excite the crowd thai
the jump ing st opped Naughty By Nature L-Rj Treach, Viin Rock ,
afte r about 30 seconds JJ J Keg.
every time.
Treach and Vin took
every opportu nity to chat with the an attempt by the band members to
crowd , and there were often 20-10 convinc e themselves that they are
minute gaps between songs while still relevant , the audience was often
they did so. Not surprising ly, both asked whether they were "down
r appe r s r epea tedly shouted "Colb y with Naughty." At this point in their
College!" and "Waterville , Maine! " careers , perhaps they were worried
to elicit cheap excitement from the they 'd end up with a crowd that
crowd . In the same vein, questions treated them as an MC Hammer-like
like "Where my old school brothers joke .
Maybe realizing that their most of
at?" and "Where my weed-smokers
their
own music just wasn't going to
at? " were used to get the audience to
get the crowd going all that much,
shout.
And in an odd display of what KG frequentl y played snippe ts of
first appeared to be typical ra pper numerous popul ar r ap and dance
bravado , but later seemed more like songs by TLC , House of Pain

("Where my crazy- ass white boys
at?") and others . All the while,
Treach and Vin incited the audience
s
to sing along, thoug h none of the
songs in the medley were played for
longer than a minute.
At one point , the self-proclaimed
five best rappers in the audience
were invited onstage to show their
skills. Apart from the first guy,
whose idea of rapp ing was to say
"Weymouth , M ass: represen t!" over
and over and was booed of the stage,
the students acquitted themselves
quite well.
I couldn 't tell if they were making
up their raps ori the spot or performing existing songs (though the latter
seems more likely), but either way
Naug hty By Nature seemed fairl y
impress ed with the results.
After perform ances of "Feel Me
Flow " and their newest song
"Jamboree " (both which I admittedly had forgotten about until they
played them) the concert drew to a
close as the stage began to fill up
with dancing students , many
dr agged up by the student securit y
officers who stood in front of the
stage. Once the stage was suitabl y
packed , the band began to play what
is arguably their biggest hit "Hi p
Hop Hooray ," complete with a sea of
waving arms: "H ey, Ho! H ey, Ho!
Hey, you ho!"
With nothing left to give that they
could count on anyone getting excit-

ed abou t, the band . left the stage
without an encore.
• The show clocked in at a swift 80
minutes or so and thoug h not overwhelmed by the experienc e, I was
sorry to see the party end. Thinking
more seriousl y abou t it now than I
did when I left, I realize that it illuminated an interesting truism about
ra p. With so much music that
sounds the same, a group needs to
be orig inal and distinctive to have
any long-term success. Naughty By
Nature has found that distinctiveness with a few songs and those are
the ones that have caught on and
made them their money. The remainder of their music has ver y little
exciting and original abou t it and
that seems to be why some on campus resp onded to the announcement
of the concert with "Nau ghty By
Nature? What is this, 1994?^'
As a final note , I can't help but
mention that ' Bowdoin had Busta
Rh ymes last year , Ba t es ha d
Wyclef J ean a few weeks ago and
the best we could do was a band
that was last popular during the
baseball strike. The point I' m
about to make has been broug ht
up before in these pages, but it
b ears repe at ing. Fun a s Naughty
By Nat ure wa s, is there any chance
that in the future , we have a concert at this school where the band
on stage is selling records in this
half of the decade ?

Professors watch
movies too
Three
prbf e&sdrg
discuss their
f avorite
f licks
By ARRASHKE
HEKMAT
STAFF WRITER

It is a question that might make

Brendan Smith '00 p lays at Foss Arts.

COURTESY OF BRENDON SMITH

Students bring back
live music scene
By JENNIFER RADIL
STAFF WRITER

Morgan McDevitt 'OO shies away
a
particular musical heading , Labels are
of little concern to him.
"We just want to play gigs and
make peop le dance. Thaf s our goal,"
he said.
McDevitt is plannin g to do just that
in the course of the year, along with his
three fellow band members , Brendan
Smith '00, Mark Buschenfeldt '02, and
Don Barry '03.
Together the band hopes to liven up
Colby's virtuall y nonexis tent student
music scene by playing a series of
shows both on and off campus. While
the band 's name Is usuall y in flux, its
dedication to producing quality music
Is not. McDevitt emphasizes that it is
not a traditional college rock band but
a group of seriou s musicians , all with
formal musical tr ainin g and a vast
knowledge of their individual instruments)
With McDevitt on drums , Smith on
guit ar, Buschenfeldt on saxophone ,

from pegging his band 's style under

to brin g about when some of the
band 's songs have been known to last
up to half an hour each.
While musically comp lex, the
band 's music is definitel y daneeable.
McDevitt notes that jazz is a large
influence on the music they play, while
such diverse artists as 311 and J ames
Brown lend a hand in definin g the
band' s sound.
Buachendfeldt and Barr y are recent
additions to tlie grou p, while McDevitt
and Smith have been playing together
since their freshman year. Together the
two of them were Involved In a few
different groups , but found establish ing a teal band difficult since members
would often leave campus. Now, as
seniors , findin g time to rehearse is the
biggest problem.
In the past , McDevitt and company
have played in Foss dinin g hall , the
coffeehouse, the Spa , and the Page
Commons room. This year th ey hope
to play some off-campu s gigs as well
as the communit y room in the senior
apartmen ts.

The band will be seen on campus

within a few weeks, but without much

and Barry on bass, the audience can be warning ; shows and posters for their

promised an eclectic show, with something for everybody , "You'll never hear
us play the same song twice, because a
lot of it Is improvisation ," said
KfcPevitt, ;, . , ; ' ' . * / i : , ^;;';,y 1 l . " ' , '
The band' s sound hw been known
to take on many forms musically, A
sortg that starts oUt as afunkj r jam may
evolve Into n country two«stejj without
WW stopping to catch its bre ath , Of
course, such metamorphoses are easier
¦
j' te : . -: :' ¦:.. ;¦¦; ¦ ; % . ' . . " ¦ . . " ¦ .

performances usually come together in
a single night , McDevitt hopes that by
having his band play on campus , other
students might be encouraged to follow its lead and showcase their talents
to the student body.
But most of all, McDevitt and the
members of his band hope to show
Colby students a gopd time
*.
"We 're here to make , people
shake their booty/' said McDevitt ,

some peop le uneasy. Answering
will often require time , introspection and a deep knowled ge of
one's own mind. Most of those,
when asked , immediatel y stop
wha teve r it is they happen to be
doing and become silen t, their
eyes rolling sk yward in thoug ht.
The ques tion, however , is not
of in t ernational politics or ethics.
It is simp ly "What is your favori te
movie?"
I decided to dro p th is verbal

bomb on a few professors to see

what they might have to say. The
responses and the reasons behind
them were as diverse as were the
personalities of the respondents.

first pers on I asked was
The
German
Professor
J im
Mclntyre. When I posed the
question to him, his reaction was
the same as described above. After
several seconds , he settled on an

obscure Billy Wilder film from
1963 called "Irma la Douce "

My second question to him as
might be expected was "Why?"
He first described the movie to me

as "a comedy with tragic over-

tones ," dep icting the life of a pros-

titute and her ascent toward normal life. The reason Mcln tyre felt
that this movie, stood above all the
res t Was due to something he
believes is often rare in film superb acting. He specifically
cited the performance of Shirley
McLaine , who portrays the heroine in the film, as excellent.
second professor I talked
The
to was Scott Reed, who is a
member of the art department , His initial response , of
course , was deep thought, followed b y an answer that his
favorite film is the recent "Fly
Away Home," which, though classified as children 's' movie,
received widespread
critica l
acclaim ir i 1996, Reed noted that
the film is rate d G, commenting

;
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that peop le might find this odd or
amusing. In fact , most of those I
have known who are older than
seven have always held it as a prerequisite that- the best films in the
world must hold a rating of PG-13
or bloodier. So it was somewhat
refreshin g to hear a grown man
cite such a film as his clear
favori te.

Professors
Favorite Movies

The plot involves a young girl

named Amy (Anna Paquin) who

is followed around by several
bab y geese who believe that she is

their mother. The girl realizes the
geese will need to migrate for the
winter , but without a mother
goose to lead th_$m, Amy needs to
devise a way to get them there
herself. Reed cited a few reasons
for his affini ty for the film. Firs t of
all, the film features a father (J eff
Daniels) who Reed describes as a
"wacky artis t," with whom he joking ly said he could iden tif y. The
second involved 1 the environmental issues it dealt with, specificall y
the return of the geese to their

nesting ground.
"My environment

inally, I asked art history

professor Veroni que Plesch

F to identif y a favorite. Her
repsonse
was
Michelangelo
Antonioni' s classic "Blow Up" .
This film tells the stor y of a
fa shion
who
photographer
believes he may have captured a
murder on film, finding more and
more clues in a certain picture
each time he looks at It , Plesch
$aid that his discovery was representative of the film itself - each
time she watches the movie , she
sees more, This is one of the reasons the film stands out in her
mind , The degree to which she has

2nd Annual Maine Ski and
Snowboard Show at the Portland Expo,
12pm-8pm.
Keb Mo' performs , at the State
Th ea ter in Por t land .
The Portland Pirates vs. the St.
J ohn's Map le Le a fs, 7:35pm at the
Cumberland County Civic Center. The
Pirates are 4-2-2 and looking to win their
first Calder Cup since 1994.
SGA Film: "Tarzan " 7pm and 9pm .
The Rocket Band at Stone Coast in
Portland , 10pm. $5 admission.

Saturday, October 23

2nd Annu a l Maine Ski and
Snowb oard Show at the Portland Expo,
' '• • < ' .;
9pm-8pm.
"The Miracle Worker " at the Strider
Theater , 8pm. This performance by the
Cleveland Soundstage is the story ol
Helen Keller and her teacher Annie
Sullivan. It will mark the first time in
history that a deaf and blind actress will
play the role of Helen Keller.
SGA Film : "Tarzan " 7pm and 9pm.
Riot Act at Stone Coast in Portland ,
10pm. $5 admission

Sunday, October 24

J im Mclntyre
Professor of German
Favorite Moyie:
Irma la Douce

State Theater in Portland
Por t land Pirates vs. Providence
Bruins 3:05p m at the Cumberland
Coun ty Civic Center in Portland.

2nd

Annual

Maine

Ski

and

Snowboard Show at the Portland Expo,
9am-5pm.

Tuesday, October 26

Orp heus Chamber Orches tra at the

Merrill Auditorium in Portland , 7:30pm
Chemistry Seminar: Dean Wilcox
from Dartmouth
will speak on
"Biological Coordination Chemistry of
Essential and Toxic Metals: Relevance to
Gene Expression , Metal Metabolism ,
Ulcers and Cancer. " The Chemistry
Seminar begins at 5:30pm with a tra y
dinner in Roberts Union and moves on
to Keyes 105 at 7 p.m,
Coffee House Event 7 pm - 9:30 pm,
Coffee House. Bill Berlinghoff and Tom
Berger of the Math Dept, will host an
informal gathering for those who wish
to sing, p lay, or just listen to folk songs
made for shoring.

Scott Reed
Professor of Art
Favorite Movie:
Fly Away Home

gained a greater understanding of

the film throug h repeated viewings is exemplified by her sta tement that "the movie was totally
incompr ehensible the first time I
saw it" and she now calls it her
favorite film, In addition , the
movie was shot In London in the
1960s and Pr ofessor Plesch
believes It captures the looks and
llWdty le of the time perfectly ;

Friday, October 22

Medeski , Martin and Wood at the

concerns

were soothed [by] the way th q
geese were returned ," he said .
Overall , he felt that there was a
nice father-daug hter story in the
film that he said , "t ouche d all the
soft spots. " He also commented
on the film's "very interesting flying machines ," which include the
ultralight , bird-shaped planes that
the Pa quin and Daniels characters
use to lead the geese back to their
natural habitl at

Thursday, Octob er 21

Social Sciences and Humanities
Colloquium Series
"Bod y Eng lish: a course to put body
& mind together ," with Linda
Tat elbaum , Department of Eng lish,
Noon - 1 pm, Philson Loun ge, Cotter
Union.
Colby in Cork Inform at ional
Meeting for Sophomor es 4 pm, OffCampus Study Library, Eustis Building.
G erm an Club Le ctur e Professor
Ra£fael
Scheck of the 1 History
Department will spend an hour delving
into the contradictions and mysteries of
Adolf Hitler as a dictator and person. 4
pm» Pugh Center , Cotter Union.
Biomedical Stud y in London
Information Session, 6:30 pm, Arey 110.
Coffee Social 7 pm, P a ge Commons
Room, Cotter Union. The Newman
Catholic Council and the Office of
Student Activities presents the annual
"Coffee Social" in support of Homeless
Awareness Week. Come and see Colby 's
five accapella groups. Donations will be
accepted to benefit the Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter.
Colby Film Society pr esents the Mel
Brooks classic "Youn g Frankens tein"
starring Gene Wilder. 7:30pm in Keyes
105 introduced by Eng lish Prof essor Pat
Brancaccio. "Tha t' s Fronken shteen. "
SGA pr esents Disney's summer hit
"Tarzan " at 8pm in Lovejoy 100.
The band Wow at the Pub at
Bowdoin , 9pm.

Veron ique Plesch
Professor of Art History
FAvori te Movie:
. . . . , ,,. , Wow\Up,;,, „, ' .: ,:.. .,,

Wednesday, October 27

Graduate & Professional School Fair
11:30 om - 2 pm , Page Commons Room,
Cotter Union.
'¦
,'
Women on Campus Meeting George
Coleman II , our Registrar , will discuss
the changes that havo taken place in the
Registrar 's office. If possible , RSVP no
later than 5:00 p,m, Tuesda y, October
26th. Contact: Stad Warre fy email:
8hwarren0colb y.edu; phone: x3386
Noon , Whitney Room, Roberts Union.
CBB in London Informational
Mooting for Sophomores 5 pm, Whitney
,
Room, Roberts Union.
CBB in Quito Informational Meetin g
for Sophomores 5 pm , Smith Room,
Roberts Union.'
'
CBB in South Africa Informational
Moot ing for Sophomores 5 pm, J tyrd
Room , Roberts Union.
ij
Tlie String Choose Incident at the
Stdte Theater In Portland .
. Motorhoni ) and Nashville Pussy at
tho Asylum In Portland ,
Stand
tip
comedian
Bobcat
Goldthwait nt the Waterville Opera
House. Come see tho star of "Police
A«adomy 2-4" and many more things
that are actufilly funn y, Make sure to

bring a Are extinguisher or you might
; >
not got put alive, ,
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j ^ind quintet offers impressive
renditions of 20th-century music
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a Zamfir joke, but got the point across without a lot of
literary huffing and puffing. The performances that followed were one of the highlights of the evening, with
strong and emotional interpretations of Britten and
-V Saturday's Music at Colby concert was presented by Debussy's works. "Pan," as with many solo works, is out
ihefZ^ phyrbs Wind Quintet, a New York-based ensemof time - the tempo is defined by the performer and the
;We mide up of graduates from The Curtis Institute of
meter
is almost impossible to hear. The melody consists
^tfusic and The Julliard School.
mostly
of fast runs that lead to long tones. "Syrinx" is
™ They played a program of mostly 20th-century music,
based around a descending melody played at the bottom
from familiar names like Debussy and Britten and also
of the flute's range. Both musidans played very well,
||bme lesser-known composers such as Giulio Brkcialdi
with excellent tone.
ana cndre Szervansky. Most of the
The last piece before the intermis'.ttiusic -was written for the complete
sion was Paul Hindemith's Kleine
ROE'S
INTRODUCTION
Ensemble, consisting of flute, oboe,
Kammermusilc. which again fea;_arinet, French horn and bassoon, but WAS QUICK AND
tured the entire ensemble, Kleine
the concert also included Debussy's
Kammermusik is broken into five
EASY, COMPLETE
^Syrinx" for solo flute and Britten's
short sections, each of whichfeatures
'"Pan" for solo oboe. The variety of WITH A ZAMFIR JOKE , a different rhythmic figure. The
musical styles on display was impresmusic is tonal, but if s twentieth-cenBUT GOT THE POINT
'Sive.
ts
tury tonality,and at times - if I may
£ur. Brkcialdi's "Quintuor" opened the ACROSS WITHOUT A
be permitted such a low-brow compstiow, the only piece written in the
parison - it reminded me of John
lij ineteenth century. Unsurprisingly, it LOT OF LITERARY
Williams' soundtrack for Star Wars,
•Was also the most traditionally Western,
particularly iri the middle moveHUFFING AND PUFFinusic performed, with eighth-note
ments. Listen and see for yourself Ifccompanying figures and tonal har- ING.
the recording is available in the
tnonies. The melodic ideas progressed
Bixler Library,
one after the other with little or no repAfter the intermission, the Zdprtyros Quintet continetition, although the tempos seemed to follow a pattern ued with the most modern music on the program:
?• J)f acceleration and halt, followed by acceleration again,
Gyorgy Ligeti's "Six Bagatelles." The Ligeti featured odd
r-' J"he quintet was a little rough to start, with solid tone but metrical and rhythmic effects, unusual cadences, and
|ittle dynamic variation and some loss of articulation on atonal harmony - including Ligeti's characteristic halfthe fast nins at the end of the piece. These problems did
step dissonance. The performance was spirited,
not affect the subsequent music, however.
although Mr. Roe all but apologized for programming
j_ . After the "Quintuor," the ensemble exited and flutist
such modern fare when he intrqd-uced the last piece of
Nadine Jeong-Eun Hur and oboist James Roe returned to
the concert.
play the two solo pieces, "Pan" and "Syrinx," Roe introEndre Szervdnsky's "Fuvdsotos" certainly took a step
duced the music with a description of the mythological back from the modem style of the Ligeti, although not so
story (from Ovid's "Metamorphoses") on whi<h the far back as the Briccialdi with which the concert began.
•< pieces were based. The story is like many of Ovid's
The harmony was tonal once again, but the music had a
•"> transformations, in which a chaste nymph ("Syrinx") is
dense texture, with simultaneous movement in multiple
pursued by a lecherous beast ("Pan") and just before her instruments. The texture cleared up toward the end of
capture prays for help, whereupon the gods transform
the second movement, and the third featured a melody
her into something less nubile (here, a collection of
reminiscent of the "Finale" from Stravinsky's Firebird
reeds.)
Suite with sparse accompaniment. The fourth and final
One wonders whether any of these women really movement picked up speed rapidly,however, with light'appreciated the help they got. At any rate, in the story of
ening-quick note patterns connecting with one another
Can and Syrinx, "Pan" gathers these reeds together and across different instruments, handled admirably by the
niakes a set of pipes out of them, which could be either performers. The articulations were solid and easily
poignant or ironic depending on how you want to look
made up for any problems earlier in the concert. This
;st it.
impressive conclusion to Szervansky's "Fuvdsotos"
Jj| Roe's introduction was quick and easy,complete with made for a rousing end to an excellent concert.
IBS

*% JIM McGRATH
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Euphoria coming soon
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Mu y Buena Cerveza !

We sample a Mexican beer and a Mexican wannabeer
By MATTAPUZZO &
MEGHANN FOYE
EDITORIAL STAFF

Today's beer review is brought to
you by the letter "T" and the country
Mexico. We decided to go with some
wekd-sounding and funky-looking
brews that might not otherwise get
the recognition they deserve Tequiza and Tecate. But remember
young ones, if there is one thing we
have learned throughout history,it is
that adults have shown to be responsible with alcohol and kids have not.
Until the day you turn 21, you are
just serially unable to handle the
consequences of drinking beer like
an adult.
equiza touts itself as a "beer
with blue agave nectar and a
T natural flavor of imported
tequila and lime." The label is very
Mexican looking and the bottle is
reminiscent of Corona.
Of course, we became jaded to its
exotic nature when we read it was
brewed by our friends at AnheusierBusch in St. Louis, Missouri. The
"born on date" doesn't help me feel
like I'm on the beach in Cuernevaca
either.
But image isn't eveiything. This
is a smooth brew. So smooth, in fact,
Meghann believes there is no alcohol
in it. While this may or not be true,
she says she would drink it but
never admit it to her friends.
Despite her fear of public humiliation, I think this has the potential
to be the Beer Die beer for people
who don't drink beer. Maybe ifs
the blue agave or something, but
this, uh, beer, has a refreshing
aftertaste. If you're a tequila fan,
stay away, the title is merely a
clever way to attract the uninformed drinker who associates
tequila with spring break in
Daytona and licentious sexual
episodes on the white sand beaches
at dawn with a bottle of Jose
Cuervo resting nearby. Boy, was I
disappointed.
But the subtlety of Tequiza is its
strength. I can't think of anything
worse than actually drinking tequila

will be the DJs for the event.
Students may be a bit surprised by
'feTAFF WRlTER
the musical selection. Tom and Gazza
*!» Thump-tha-thump-thump-tha-tha- will not play the usual hip-hop.
ilhiimp-tha-thump. The beat fills and Instead, the music mainly will be techIclonunates the room as people begin to no, including house and trance, with
i&way.Paying no attention to their sur- euro mixed in for variety.
"The people are just going to have
.roundings, the revelers move to the
to
open
their minds to the music," Tom
.rhythm. This is the scene Jason Tom '00
said.
.hopes to see Saturday, October 18,
Tomand Gazza have worked on air euphoric trance," Tom said.
11999.The Spa will no longer be just the
In addition to the music and dancfor the last two yeSrs trying to promote
!Spa. It will be Euphoria.
techno
music.
It
is
a
big,
popular
inusic
ing, two bars will be open: one in the
! For one night the Spa will morph
form in Europe; however, it has not pub and one upstairs near the pool
jfrom
an
eatery
into
a
nightdub
decked
w
,'out with light sticks, smoke machines, caught on with the same enthusiasm in tables. Sorry, only 21 and older will be
Jlasers, and even go-go dancers—you the United States.
"Techno is a very big force in the served.
[will have to go to know who they are.
The doors open between 9 and 9:30
world," Tom said.
J "I am trying to create the urban
Many
people
may
wonder
where
PM
and will not close until the early
. [nightclub experience in a small college
from,
the
name
Euphoria
comes
Tom
hour of 3:00 AM, so students will be
Jsettingr" Tom said.
enjoys clubbing and feels that the
.
Tom
has
been
planning
Euphoria
able to have the true club experience,
!
music, especially techno, allows people
Jfor the past two or three months. While
"This show is going to be different,"
to let go of their inhibitions without
t [the Spa is funding most of it, he has
Tom
said. "Ifs going to be new. Ifs
being drunk or high.
fc»;had to contribute some of his own
"The beat just puts me into a goingwto
be fresh,"
vmw
'money as well. He and Zach Gazza '02
wv9vwvv v www w *w v9 v
mwwvwvwv
ww *wvww wvmvm vwsm>in»^rvw\mi
vwvw
*^^ *
i»
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and beer mixed together, but this has
just a hint of liquor and the mellow
carbonation you'd associate with a
Mexican beer. Don't get your hopes
up, but if you don't like beer, don't
look past it.
ecate is actually brewed in
Mexico, which immediately
T makes it more respectable
than Tequiza. There's no shameless
propaganda on the box, implying, as
Meghann puts it, "real people drink
this."
There isn't any aroma to this
brew, as it isn't heavy or malty, It is
smooth but actually has Some texture to it, unlike Tequiza. The after-

I:aste is quite pleasant, subtle yet rich
<mough to just notice.
We don't know what Tecate
imeans, but we hope it means eagle
<ar hawk or some other bird of prey
([the eagle logo on the label is awesome). This isn't a Beer Die beer, but
<it the same time, this isn't suited for
*winter sipping. This is a party beer,
]plain and simple. Bring a sixer to the
inext keg and DJ function in your
<dorm. You can enjoy this beer on the
¦*dance floor with ease. Like most
!great beers, the sips don't lose their
flavor as the bottle winds down.
Even at slightly below room temperature, you can enjoy this blue-collar
ibeer to the last drop.

Do you have an activit y which you would
like publiciz ed in our weekl y calendar?
Send an email detailing your event to:

Here'sWhafi Playing Friday, Oct. 22
through Thursday,Oct. 28

AMERICAN BEAUTY
.
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Maine 's #1 Pizzeria!

It brick oven pirns and rustic sandwiches
•' Featuring Mat healthful spoclaltloa
' , ¦¦« 3QUP8 • SALADS • FLATBREAD8
), If DE88ERT8 • MICR0BREW8
f
•RaHroodSq-Wottivlllt • 672-013S

° 20% off to Colbyiludontf
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STUDY ABROAD INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
FOR SOPHOMORES
Colby in Cork
Thursday, October 21st ® 4pm - Eustis Building
*,
.-,.^——»/
Off-Campus Study Library
r ^ ^gg/ ^g ^

JN^^ *!1*

CBB Programs
Wednesday, October 27th @ 5pm- Roberts Union
t
CBB in London Whitney Room
CBB in Quito SmithRoom
l
CBB in South Africa Hurd Room M
/"WIT * T_

Thursday, October 28th @ 5pm - Eustis Building
Off -Campus Study Library
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Editorials

Clubs have no place
among presidents
There is something important to understand about the debate surrounding whether or not to allow a representative from the Pugh
Center alliance to vote at Presidents' Council. What needs to be
remembered is that the discussion is not about minorities. It is about
clubs.
The Pugh Center houses a variety of clubs ranging from the
Newman Council, the Bridge and the Colby Christian Fellowship to
SOBHU to Amnesty International. These are dubs with a variety of different interests, as different, in fact, as the clubs themselves. Regardless
of how well organized the alliance might be, there is simply no way
any one voice in Presidents' Council can represent them all.
But that is not the only reason giving a vote to a club representative
is a bad idea. In fact, it is not the most important reason.
The primary reason this idea is flawed is because our system is set
up as a republic, with representatives selected based on housing. Each
dorm gets a president. Off-campus students have a voice through an
off-campus representative. Tomake things even more convenient, class
representatives have a vote. Clubs don't fit into this picture, and they
shouldn't.
Members of the Pugh Center alliance clearly feel they are poorly
represented in this system. They have thus been given a voice through
a standing member of Presidents' Council who may discuss, but not
vote.
But this is not enough, they say. In order to be effectively heard, the
alliance representative needs a voting position. To grant this request
would be a serious mistake. Clubs do not and should not receive a vote
at a council that by definition is for presidents.
To grant this request would effectively say that clubs deserve representation in our legislative body. Obviously, we're not about to say
only Pugh Center clubs deserve representation. The Outing Club and
the Volunteer Center are the two most popular clubs on campus, but
neither is in the Pugh Center. So, how do we decide who gets to vote?
Considering the fact that several clubs have many members one year
and one or two members the next, giving legislative privileges to dubs
seems to be a dedsion that will certainly come back to cause confusion.
The Pugh Center representative already has a voice, albeit a nonvoting voice. Giving a club representative more than a voice opens up
a can of worms the present government is not equipped to handle.

Improve sports scheduling
This Alumni Weekend a lot of Alumni returned to a Colby campus
which was a little emptier than usual. Thaf s because, aside from the
football game, just about every sports team at Colby had an away
game scheduled on Saturday.We understand that scheduling games is
complicated, but surely there's some way to avoid having so many students absent on Alumni weekend—espedally considering the proportion of students at Colby who play a sport, By scheduling more home
games on Alumni weekend, not only would there be more people on
campus, but more activities as well.

2000 presidential race
leaves us seeing stars
Ward's
Words

Geoff Ward
I originally wanted to write this
column as an update on the presidential race. With two weeks to prepare I thought that there would be
enough news surrounding the
Democratic and Republican presidential candidates easily fill up a
column. I was very wrong.
Instead, most of the news about
the presidential race and politics in
general has been focused on actors

and other celebrities. Now I understand that Bill Clinton has made a
few mistakes while in office. The
most recent came in his criticism of
the failure of both sides of the conflict in Northern Ireland to implement the Good Friday accords.
"They're like a couple of drunks
walking out of the bar for the last
time. When they get to the swinging
door, they turn right around and go
back in and say 'I just can't quite get
there/" he said.
The remark wouldn't have been
offensive if it hadn't hit so close to
home with the Irish it was aimed at,
but I digress.

WARD, continued on page 10
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Letters
Crew ru les

coupled with zip drives, until the
other night when a friend of mine
As a member of die Colby com- LIKE TO SAY THAT
couldn't get her zip disk to work in
munity, and a member of the men's
any of the computers. It then struck
THIS LATEST LAPSE
crew team. I am absolutely livid
me that I couldn't think of a purabout the printing of incorrect inforchase that would more successfully
OF MENTAL
mation in the "Down the Gutter"
render the computing facilities here
section of the latest Echo. First of all, PROCESSES HAS
at Colby more unusable. Up until
you need to get the fads straight.
this academic year, Colby has been
The men's varsity boat got FIFTH CAST A BAD LIGHT
happily functioning using cheap and
fairly effective 3.5 inch floppy disks.
place out of nearly THIRTY boats,
ON THE ONLY SPORT
the exact same place they got in the
While these disks are a very old
AT COLBY COLLEGE
Head of the Textile last year!!!!!!
technology, they are still well suited
I would have to say that I have THAT REPRESENTS
for their niche within the computing
always been very disappointed with
world. Consequently;I don't underTHIS SCHOOL IN A
the Colby
stand why Colby replaced all its
Echo. For instance, last week you
floppy disk drives with extremely
GOOD LIGHT.
had a map of the campus on the
expensive zip drives. After thinking
front page and pointed to the win!!! Put any other Colby College about this issue, I have to admit that
Heights and called it AMS. STUPID! sport up against those schools and I'm very concerned with the deciYou should know the campus better then sit bade and watch the slaugh- sion making process that led to this
then that. Second, your facts are ter.
mass purchase. To be more blunt...
never straight. This latest mistake is
It is my belief that the crew team what was ITS thinking?
Before I continue, I want to define
a prime example of the ineptness of deserves and official, printed apoloyour staff and espedally your editor. gy for the humiliating atrodty that a premise that will help contextualIf you are going to print information was printed this week. Anything ize the rest of my1 objections: ITS
about the crew team, wouldn't it less would be considered unaccept- should be implementing technology
make sense to go to the head coach able.
that they feel will best serve the camand ask him?!
Please check your sources before pus, and that the Colby community
Finally, I would like to say that your next printing!
will therefore want to purchase and
this latest lapse of mental processes
use. Because I'm part of the Colby
has cast a bad light on the only sport
Steven Hooper, Jr. '02 community, I did a little research
at Colby College that represents this Note: jiveother crew team members into products that I would need in
school in a good light. The crew wrote letters as well.
order to conveniently use this great
new technology.
team probably has one of the best
winning percentages of any sport at
So, I went down to the bookstore
this college in recent history. For
and I found prices fox what I would
need; namely, a zip disk and a zip
proof go and check what Sports
drive. I was thinking that I would
Illustrated thinks of our football
team. Also, the crew team races
probably want an actual zip drive,
I have to admit that I had not so that I could easily transfer data
against Division One schools like
University of New Hampshire, given a lot of thought about Colby's between my own computer and the
Michigan, and Ohio State—and we new purchase of iMac computers new iMac's in the labs. I discovered

Final ly , I would

New drives
offer Zip

I'M VERY CONCERNED^
W ITH THE DECISION
>r*
MAKING PROCESS
THAT LED TO THIS
MASS PURCHASE.

'?r ip

. „,
"'•¦

TO BE MORE BLUNT.. ™*
WHAT WAS ITS
THINKING?
-v t*»

that that zip disks are $12.99 and tiie>'
drives are $79.00. So in order to use,
the computer labs, I would have to"
invest a total of $92.00. '' ' """'"'"'" '.'** '"*
Since ITS is implementing techri*
nology that they want the wholly*
campus to use, I guess they aij£"
expecting that every student shouls[ w
buy these products as wefl£
However, this struck me as verjj,
large total expenditure for the Colbx
community. So I did a little matri^'
Lefs say that Colby has about 170tT'
students, and ITS is planning oir*
keeping these computers for 3 years?' *
and each year Colby has an inconi'i'
ing class of 450 students, Therefore,
the net expenditure for the entire* <
Colby community to use zip disKs-over a three year period would be. *.
92(1700+(450x3))=> $280,600.00.
-t .
However, that could be vjewed as**
biased number, because I assumed
that everyone has their own.comput- 4
er. I'm guessing that about 70% of a
the Colby Student body has a computer, so maybe a better estimate-,,
would be: .7x280,600- $196,420.00. \

LETTERS continue on page 8 •¦
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BoycottThese Procter&
Gamble Products Until P&G
Stops Using Animal Tests:

i
ProductTypes
K
¦_.¦; " '
.

¦..
it¦ - .',.
!! w .
!. Deodorant

Cruelty-FreeAlternativesto
P&G Products:
¦

I;

C
I Diapers and Baby Care

Baby Fresh , Kid Fresh, Luvs,
Pampers, Wash-a-Bye Baby

Fancy Bottoms, doth diapers

[I
»,_) «__,„__»..,,„„
» rooa
VnnAand
Beverage
j.
t

Crisco, Eag le Snacks , Fol gers,
Hawaiian Punch, Jif, Millstone Cofiee,
Olean/Olestra, Pringles, Puritan Oil,
Sunny Delight, Tender Leaf Tea

Choose from many
alternative brands

1

Giorgio , Hugo Boss, Laura BiagiottiRoma, Old Spice, Red , Venezia, Wings

quoting
scrip t ure

Jeffrey Calareso

Aramis,Avon, Bat h & Body Works ,
Beau t
iful , Chanel , Charlie, Crabtree &
Evelyn, Garden Botanika , Liz

• -

Claiborne, Tommy, Tommy Girl,
Victoria's Secret , White Linen

. ______ _________________ ^________________ _ ______—__._______________
Head & Shoulders, Ivory, Pantene,
Agree, Aveda , Bat h & Body Works,
Body Shop, CitriS Shine, Flex, Freeman ,
Pert , Ph ysique, Prell , Vidal Sassoon

w

!;
!'.
,; Hair Care
ii

Halsa, Jheri Redding, John Paul
Mitchell Systems, Kevlon

[7——____________________ _ ________—_—_——___—__ -—____-—

Camay, Coast, Ivory, Safeguard , Zest

£
" Soap
I
i.

¦

Devils

Alrnay,Avon, Lad y
Mitchum, Mitchum, Tom's of
Maine

Old Spice,
F Secret , Sure

'
i•> Fragrance
*
¦
j* '

;

>!
!.
|:
| Laundry and Cleaning
••
!¦.

.

ii

L> Nonprescription
r., n«,il *~A H*__._f_, aj_ 1c
Drugs and Health Aids
i'.

Basis, Bath. & "Body Works , Body

Shop, Garden Botanika, San Francisco

;

Biz, Bold , Bounce , Cascade , Cheer,
Cinch, Comet, Dash , Dawn , Downy,
Dreft , Dryel, Era , Febreze , Gain, Ivory,
ivory Snow, Joy, Mr. Clean, Orvus ,
Oxydol, Solo, Spic & Span , Swiffer, Tide,
Top Job

Soap Company, Yardley

Bon Ami, Ecover ,
Generation, Sim

Seventh

•

DayQuil, Metamucil , NyQuil, PeptoBismol, Percogesic, Sinex, ThermaCare,
VapoRub ,VickL

check your drugstores and health
stores for alternatives

Crest ,
Cloraseptic,
Fixodent, Gleem, Scope

Lavoris , Tom's of Maine, Topol
Tooth Polish

_____________________ _______________________________________

II Oral Care
i'i;

__

is

!! „
„ , .
J! Paper Produrts
!;

!|'' Skin Care

Fasteeth,

Banner , Bounty, Charmin, Puffs ,
Royale, Summit

,

Clearasil, Clears tick, Cover Girl, Max
Factor, Noxzema , Oil of Olay

Marcal , Seventh Generation
-

AJmay ,
Organics,
Aubrey
Avon, Basis, Bobbi Brown , Body Shop,
Clinique, Est£e Lauder , Jane, M.A.C.,
Origins, Revlon , Ultima II

CREATED BY ABBIE NEWCOMB / THE COLBY ECHO

PETA fights animal testin g

Today, no law requires that
household or personal care products
be tested on animals. More than 550
companies manufacture such products without using animals. Still,
" animals are the victims of painful
product testing. Various organizations, such as People for the Ethical
' Treatmentof Animals, are dedicated
to establishing and protecting the
rights of all animals. As PETA points
(Hit, "animals are not ours to eat,
wear, experiment on, or use for
entertainment."
p^ Tests are usually administered
through sheer force. While animals
ate strapped into restraining
devices, workers typically thrust
ofiemicals into rabbits' eyes and rub
them onto animals shaved and
abraded skin. Sedatives and
painkillers are rarely administered
tfl) the animals. Animals that try to
escape this harsh environment often
*systain injuries, including broken
"necks and backs.
«, The drawback to animal testing is
? tftat it is unreliable. Because of the
eiiormous differences in metabolism
and physiology among rats, rabbits,
dogs, pigs, and humans, the data

extrapolated from animal tests are
inaccurate. The data obtained are
always marred by stressful laboratory conditions and often-sloppy handling methods that can impair
immune function and alter the heart
and pulse rates of animals in the laboratories.
Proctor & Gamble has become
one of the primary focuses of PETA's
campaign to end animal abuse and
promote an understanding of animal rights. As the manufacturer of
household, personal care, and pharmaceutical products, Proctor &
Gamble claims to be "committed" to
eliminating tests on animals. Yet,
after a decade of empty promises,
the company has continued to poison and kill animals. It wasn't until
June 30 that Procter & Gamble
announced it would scale down the
use of animal tests for many of its
existing beauty, fabric, home care,
and paper products, except where
required by law. This announcement
covers color cosmetics, shampoos
and hairstyling products, skin care
products, tissue and towel products,
laundry and dishwashing detergents, and household cleaners and is

WHILE ANIMALS ARE
STRAPPED INTO
R ESTRAI NING

DEVICES, WOR KERS
TYPICALLY THRUST
CHEMICALS INTO
RABBITS' EYES AND
RUB THEM ONTO ANIMALS SHAVED AND
effective immediately in all countries where the company operates.
Pioctor & Gamble's policy does
not cover some other existing products, including such oral care products as Crest and Scope, and new
products and their ingredients. Even
still, there is no evidence to that the
company is doing anything. PETA
urges consumers to boycott Proctor
& Gamble products until their
claims are substantiated.
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Submitted by Sharon Lee '02 and the
Colby Environmenta l Coal ition

Cinema
Adjacent to RR ¦
872-9500

_ _ _ _/

__f

Alumni Weekend: a beautiful
homecoming celebration where
Colby grads of all generations coalesce as one with the undergrads of
today... and get trashed senseless.
I don't want to condemn the reckless consumption of alcoholic beverages or the partaking of illegal substances. Ifs a good time, I know.
What struck me as odd, though, was
the homecoming weekend schedule.
Each day last weekend had a plethora of events varying from the football game to tours of the Miller
tower. And, at the end of each day,
both Friday and Saturday, was an
Alcoholics / Narcotics Anonymous
meeting. On the one hand, this is
great. A noble service was being provided for those gradp who've come
to terms with their addictions.
On the other hand, what does this
say about us? By us, of course, I
include most small, New England
liberal arts colleges squirreled away
from civilization thereby forcing students to remain on campus for entertainment.
While you're an undergrad, we
encourage no alternative on Friday
and Saturday nights but beer die. Oh
sure, there are always events going
on, but the centerpiece of a Colby
weekend is the numbing of the senses via foreign substances.
This led me to wonder what sort
of education Colby provides for its
students. Aside from mastering the
toss of a li'l white die into a plastic
cup, there's the academic side,
wherein most majors provide the
fundamentals to a promising middle
dass existence. I exdude my major,
English, from these because, looking
around at friends of other callings,
they seem to have potentials for
'careers.' Meanwhile, I'm reading
poetry and 19th century literature
and developing utterly unbankable
profidendes like guitar playing and
film viewing and cd collecting.
But then, I don't want a middle
class existence. I'd be perfectly content writing poetry and playing guitar along to cds for the rest of my
life, if only there were a market for
that. -

ABRADED SKIN.

S echo@colby.edu echo@colby.edu
. ';
-

Our useless Golby educat ion
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Please don't get me wrong, I'm the Internet, video games etc. pronot down on the English major. Ifs mote eye strain. And we have Colby
taught me to think. Ifs also given generously providing Ethernet and
me the free time to see the futility of cable jacks in every j:oom, so we can
all waste away growing fearful of
this whole Colby system.
At
some
colleges, like the outside world,
Fearful, mind you, and increasSouthampton College on Long
Island or California State University ingly paranoid, Our beloved
P r e s id e n t 's
at Chico, they
Council has been
teach. students OH SURE, THERE
debating for sevmore than acadeeral weeks, and
mics and beer, ARE ALWAYS
for the apparent
Mandatory firstlack of any genyear dasses offer EVENTS GOING ON,
uine initiative . to
instruction and BUT THE CENTERbe worthwhile,
advice on topics
the
changing
as varied as man- PIECE OF A COLBY
which
hours in
aging credit, dealour ID cards will
ing with th.e WEEKEND IS THE
let us into dorms
opposite sex, and NUMBING OF THE
other than our
be c o m i n g
own.
involved in and SENSES VIA FORI may sound
familiar with the
like an old man,
local
town EIGN SUBSTANCES.
but I remember a
(beyond the local
time when we
Wal-Mart).
With more and more people pur- weren't afraid of our fellow Colby
suing higher education, colleges student being in our dorms and we
elsewhere are teaching the things even (gasp!) kept the dorms
students haven't been learning at unlocked most of the time. Isolated
inddents ruined this. Isolated indhome or on their own.
I had a first-year seminar. I dents and a student body incapable
learned about speaking in dass of human relations. If we didn't
intelligently and taking good notes. believe every Waterville resident
Soon, this will be largely useless to was a rapist-in-waiting and every
me, Meanwhile, if you hadn't student we didn't know was going
noticed, Colby students and to pummel us as we slept, maybe life
Waterville residents aren't, for the here on Mayflower Hill would be a
most part, on great neighborly terms little more friendly.
with each other. And from what I
In the film "Blade Runner"
have experienced and witnessed, the there's the line, "Quite an experience
typical Colby relationship is rarely to live in fear, isn't it? Thaf s what it
what I would term 'healthy' I don't is to be a slave." Maybe we're happy
think I even need to discuss manag- living in fear. Maybe we want to be
ing finances.
slaves, that's what we're being
When will Colby offer mandato- trained for, isn't it? It was Trent
ry courses which benefit students as Reznor of Nine Inch Nails who said,
human beings, not future drones "Don't open your eyes, you won't
battling addictions?
like what you see/Ihave found/You
The Wellness program at this can find / Happiness in slavery."
school is a joke, and ifs not even
This is your future. You're good
funny. Ifs pathetic. Lectures? The at "Bond?" You've mastered beer
schools that effectively try to teach die? You can get A's without going
students about real life foster small to dass every day? No one cares. It
discussions, not bitter Page doesn't matter. Try instead to open
Commons crowds sitting inatten- your eyes. Fight the fear and anger
and lose your inhibitions while
tively.
And we can't think of a better sober. If Colby won't teach us about
way to encourage involvement in real life,we've got to do it ourselves.
dubs than taking away our meal
credits so we must attend the activities fair.
By and large we aren't learning
how to be functional members oi J effrey Calareso is a olumnist for the
sodety anywhere else. Television. Echo.
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LETTERS:l we get mail
Contimedjrom page 8
WoW, that seems like a lot of
money. However, I'm sure that
ITS had a good cost effective reason for implementing zip drives.
They could have used something
else that would have cost a whole
lot more... like, the new Super
Disk drives that allow people to
use the old 3.5 inch floppy disks
and the new super disks that hold
something like 125 megabits of
data. '
The bookstore web site advertises Super Disk drives at $169.00,
$90.00
more than the cost of a Zip
drive. So ITS really saved themselves, and consequently the
school, a lot of money 1>y using the
zip drives... or did they?
I walked around the campus
and counted that there are about
52 hew iMac computers in the
three main computer labs. By buying Zip drives and not Super Disk
drives ITS saved themselves (16979)x52 - $4680.00. Wait a minute,
something seems fishy here. I
think that one can deduce that ITS
saved themselves 4700 dollars,
while causing the Colby community to pay $196,420.00 such that
they could just use the computer
labs.
I think that I might have stumbled onto a problem here. If I can
walk around on a Saturday morning and figure all this out, I'm sure
that ITS considered this when they
were buying the new computers
for the entire school... Right?
I would like to extend an invitation to ITS, to help Colby understand why we should be using zip
drives over something like a Super
Disk drive, or just a plain old floppy drive. I hope that I am %100
wrong, and we have a better decision making process for the implementation of technology than I
think we do. But I have to admit,
I'm a little worried.
Dean Henry '00

Do the "Duplex "
As part of our senior project in
environmental studies we want to
find out if ifs possible to get more
people to use double-sided printing, thereby cutting down on the
amount of paper our campus consumes. In cooperation with ITS,
we will be running an experiment
in the Lovejoy computer lab by
setting the printers to print on
both sides of the paper by default.
This process of using both sides
when printing, also known as
'duplexing', is easily reversed if
you wish to print on only one side
of the paper. There will be signs in
the Lovejoy lab explaining how to
switch the 'duplex' mode off (it's
really easy). We want to get your
feedback on this project, so let us
know what you think by e-mailing

Hickman family, who I think has
experienced enough. Foye writes
that "The Hickmans were also
affected by the gas but notseriousMary Larips '00 ly hurt." Well, I happen to know
Meghan Matschke '00 that the Hickmans spent a lot of
Michael Farrell '00 time in the hospital and were subKevin Monge '00 jected to multiple medical tests
before being released that night.
Although not "seriously huit,"
they were seriously and forever
affected by Bryn's death. Foye
should have the compassion to
realize that being seriously hurt
I am sorry this letter took so goes far beyond physical injury
long in coming. It was only this before she callously dismisses
week I convinced someone tc send what the Hickmans went through.
me the Echo article on the death of
Foye gives a rather unemotionBryn Parry '01, my roommate al and very cold retelling of what
from this past year. I had been happened with no regard for the
starting to wonder why everyone friends and family of Bryn Parry
seemed to be protecting me from who are forced with facing everyit, but after reading it, I realized day life without her, at Colby and
why .my friends were being so outside the Colby bubble. The
evasive. To Meghann Foye, the strongest part of the article conauthor of the article, Bryn wasnei- tains the quote given to the Echo
ther a friend nor a fellow student. by Liz Frankel '01 and Bradley
She Was anexcuse to write a sensa- Reichek '00. What they had to say
tionalized account of a tragic acci- was truer than any of the facts the
article put forth. I want to know
where other quotes from friends
her life should
and professors are. The Echo did
not
contact me or any of my other
be celebrated
roommates, including Doug
and the happiness
Hickman who the article felt the
need to single out. And except for
remembered ,
noting the shows Bryn performed
pr eferabl y with
in, and her majors, it almost
ignores the fact she even attended
some britne y
Colby, a school of less than 2000
students. I do not mean to place
Spears , th e Dixie
all the blame on Foye and this is
Chicks , and some
not an attack on her personally,
but on the way she dealt with a
Corona.
very sensitive issue. The editors
should have known better as well.
dent. Bryn's name isn't even men- Bryn was a wonderful, loving,
tioned in theintroduction of the beautiful person (and friend and
piece, making her seem like a roommate) who touched the lives
nameless, faceless entity instead of of not just close friends but classa vibrant, involved member of mates, professors, and acquainwhat is supposed to be a small, tances. Her death should not be
nurturing community. Colby is exploited as this year 's Colby
not New York City and Foye is not tragedy. Instead, her life should
cranking out blurbs on intangible be celebrated and the happiness
remembered, preferably with
people.
What happened to Bryn is very some Britney Spears, the Dixie
real and very painful for many Chicks, and some Corona. I hope
people, including me. This article if the Echo dares to cover Bryn's
managed to convey the "facts" upcoming memorial service, they
without any sensitivity whatsoev- do it with more heart than the
er. I put facts in quotes for a few journalistic sterility displayed in
reasons. The most important one this article.
being that the article gets the date
Meg Belanger '99
of Bryn's death wrong. She died
on July 19th not June 19th. I know
because the last- time I spoke with
her was on my birthday, in July.
They also incorrectly identify the
Hickmans as the "Hicksons" and
give Liz Frankel's graduation year
Dear Matt Apuzzo,
as '00 instead of '01. In another
We would say Echo, but appartactless move, Foye writes, "Parry
had planned to drive home that ently since last spring, the school's
night to make it to her job the next newspaper has become your permorning, but instead chose to stay sonal tirade against Colby.
at the Hickman's." It sounds like Currently, we are studying abroad
she's trying to write a mystery and are eagerly awaiting our
novel instead of what should be a return to Colby.
Unfortunately, everytime we
moving tribute to a fellow Colby
student. It also, howeve inadver- receive the Echo, all we read are
tantly,, places blame on the one-sided, unfair, and biased

Matschke
at
Meghan
mematsch48coltiy.edu. Thank you
very much for your help! :

Parry article was
impersonal

Echo is Apiizzo's
Mouth piece

accounts of events and policies
occurring within the Colby community. Although you may feel
like you are a '90's Woodward and
Bernstein, any reader or Colby
student identifies your warped
perception of Colby. Your articles
are your personal diatribe and
continuously fail to represent the
whole picture. For example, did
you even consider the possibility
that the "assault," reported on in
the October 7 issue could have
been the fault of more than just
one person? Your snap judgements have repercussions not only
on the individuals that you slander, but on the community as a
whole. Basically, within the last
two years, you have sketched a
generalized, opinionated picture
of Colby as a slut-infested, alcohol
abusing, violent community that
generally sucks.
Maybe that is your view of
Colby,but we and many others see
Colby from a different point of
view. It is in no way a perfect college, but can you tell us of a college that is perfect? If you stopped
criticizing everyonefrom the student body, to the football team, to
the Waterville police department,
and had a little more compassion,
open-mindedness, and discretion,
maybe you wouldn't get attacked
so often.

YOU HAVE
SKETCHED A GEN
ERA LIZED , OPINION-

ATED PICTURE OF
COLB Y AS A SLUTINFESTED, ALCOHOL
ABUSING , VIOLENT
COMM UNITY THAT

GENERALLY SUCKS.

Our only link to Colby from
abroad is our friends there and the
Echo. It really depresses us to read
such negative, supposedly factual
accounts. While you may think it
is the student body's right to
know that a sexual assault or a
violation of privacy has occurred,
we do not think that it is in good
taste or shows any sort of human
decency to publish a picture of a
student accused of a~ certain act
(this refers to the photo published
in last year's Echo of an alleged
"peeper"). The Colby community
is far too small to completely
humiliate and point fingers at certain individuals. The same goes
for your myriad articles on students who have been arrested in
Waterville. There is a way to discuss alcohol abuse, student safety,
and related issues without personal attacks which only alienate the
individual and one student from
another.
The Colby Echo is not your per-

WARD: Warren Beatty and Cybill Shepard star in the race
Continued from page 8

So despite Clinton 's actions, I sincerely hope that he hasn't damaged
the political state of this country to
the point where a Donald Trump
and Oprah Winfrey presidential
ticket could become a reality. These
celebrities have gotten their encouragement from the political success of
Governor
of
Jesse Ventura
Minnesota , And while he has done
some good things for his state, I personally don't want a new generation
of people in positions of political
power who are led by a man who
wants to be reincarnated as a 38DD
br a,
Along with Trum p,actors Warren
Beatty and Cybill Sheperd have
made noise about running for
President. Beatty seems to be the
only one who isn't a sideshow act,
He's realistic in his understanding
that he's not going to win, and has
•aid he will probabl y not even Actually run , His intentions are simply to
increase the dialogue ta king place on
the left something he has Ate power
to do, and something that might
force Al Gore and BUI Bra dley to
momentarily act olive,
Pat Buchanan is the only real
politician who has been involved in
news not revolving around celebrities, His name has come up because

GARY BAUER HAS
UNVEILED A
GROUNDBREAKING
POLITICAL STRATEGY
TO GET HIS FACE ON
TELEVISION. THIS
STRATEGY INVOLVES
HOLDING NUMEROUS
PRESS CONFERENCES
TO DENY HE EVER
HAD AN AFFAIR WITH
ANY FORMER
CAMPAIGN WORKERS.

ifter all the dust settles and people
;ire of Ventura * and Trump ,
Buchanan will more than likely be
the Reform Party 's presidential catv*
jidate , Pat Buchanan is a very scary
person , The only time I question the
right to free speech is when this mart
)pens his mouth , However, I like the
possibility of him becoming the
Reform Party candidate because I
mow he has no chance of winning,
pet he will take votes away from

George W, Bush, and even possibly
make the probable Republican nominee reveal something about himself
other than he used illegal drugs a
long time ago.
Speaking of Bush, he and a few
other actual candidates have made
the news recentl y, While it has been
second page news, I feel it deserves
mention here because as a journalist
I feel obliged to provide you, the
reader , with all that is pertinent to
the state of the world that we live in,
and because I've got about 400 more
words to write.
John McCain has been in- the
news because he has recently gained
ground on George W. Bush in New
Hampshire polls, This had made
some of Bush's advisors nervous
about the possibility of a close race
similar to the one being held on the
Democratic side, However for clarification purposes it should be noted
tha t "gaining ground" on Bush
means that registered New
Hampshire Republicans , when
polled, acknowl edged that they had
heard something about a candidate
other than Bush, trie most common
response being, "Wha t ' shisnome?
The french fries guy, right?"
Republican candidate Gary Bauer
has unveiled a groundbreaking
political strategy to get his face on
television. This strategy involves

holding numerous press conferences
to deny he ever had an affair with
any former campaign workers , He
decided to hold these press conferences even after all of the reporters
who had heard these rumors had
dismissed them. I think I speak for
every American when I say, "Gary, I
believe you."
I say that because there is no way
Bauer could ever have an affair with
any woman , and I have trouble
believing that his wife even has sex
with him. Deep down Bauer knows
many people question this, which is
why I think he brings his kids out to
stand next to him during his press
conference s.
I'm sure Gore and Bradley have
also been in the news recently, but
other than agreeing to a series of
debates in which the moderator will
be the only one awake and then only
with the help of cattle prods , I seriously doubt either has said anything
of substa nce.
And finally, in other news,
Elizabeth Dole, Alan Keyes, Orrin
Hatch, Bob Smith, and Steve Forbes
will soon be appearing on milk cartons near you, Be sure to collect the
whole set.

Geoff Ward is the Echo Opinions editor,

approached them, they were blatantly contemptuous and belif "
tling. They stopped the perfor*
Lindsay Prichard '01 marice to question why anybodja
Melissa Schuler '01 could be upset. This resulted i„
the audience jo ining along in the
chant, "get out!" initiated by a
¦
member of the group . ';. ' ¦ ¦
' .
The point is, if there had beerij
more people supporting the ideal
of female respect, the .^impact!
Anyone who may have been could have been more significant.]
;
present at the Naughty By Nature Though NBN was briefly ; shown[
concert on Friday night will recall that their verbal abuse wasj'^unac-j
the group's persistent hostility ceptable at Colby, the results had;
toward the entirety of the audi- the potential to leave a' lasting
ence, but more importantly their impression. If you see.' something]
abusive attitude directed primari- you don't agree with,why hot ge|
ly at the females present. Their up, and put yourself 7pn :they Jin^j
performance started out well man- instead of accepting it as the'\vay'^
nered, -repeating nothing but the genre of music "just is"?
smooth sound of 'OPP' a couple
Katie Meyerhans '01
times over, but within the first
Michelle Chandler '01
hour, their dialogue began to
sonal microphone. Why don't you
give it a rest?

Not Down with
OPP

From Colorado ,
with love

WE WENT EXPECTING
A CERTAIN LEVEL OF
CRUDE LYRICS, BUT
WHEN THEY DIRECT-

Colorado Greetings to all
Present and Past Colby Students, *
It has been a few months since I
left the Colby community, and
went with my family to Colorado.
I just wanted to say thank you for
all you did for me in the six school
years I was the night supervisor in
the Spa. The students made my
job- so very enjoyable, I loved
working for you. And I made
many friends to whom I still talk
via e-mail with. I miss the Colby
community and the many smiling
faces that brightened up my
ni ghts there. But my Colby birdr
house hangs in my home as a constant reminder of the love I found
there. You are all in my hearty
thoughts, and prayers.
From what I hear the Pub isn't the
happening place it once was. The
school has decided to make it nonL
smoking, Well I hope students ven^
ture out to see Sheryl and Monique
and Don and have a few puffs outside.
They are a great bunch of people and
love you as much as I do. They look
forward to seeing you as much as I
once did, and they are worth the trip
across campus. And hopefully someday smoking will be allowed once
again, because I am sure the riioney
they make while smoking is allowed
more than pays for the additional cost
of the license.
So the next time you go to the Spa
think of me. Remember me * as- the
smiling person that once was on th6
other side of the counter, the manage*
who never closed 15 minutes early to
avoid a last minute rush, and the one
who would come.after you to get ri4
of that beer can in the spa. So greetj
ings and thank you to all for all mj|
wonderful memories...because all mj[
fond memories are of the students an<J
the three musketeers in the Pub. Next
time you are by the Rockies...give a
yell hello.
*

ED THEIR
AGGRESSION TOWARD
US PERSONALLY AS
AN AUDIENCE , TH ERE
WERE FEELINGS OF
HUMILIATION AND

DEGRADATION .
interfere with the show. Don't get
us wrong, we're far from being
radical feminists; our point isn't to
whine about our experience at the
show, or to attack the attitudes of
certain hip-hop groups. We just
want to bring attention to the lack
of awareness that we noticed
among other Colby students there.
We went expecting a certain
level of crude lyrics, but when
they directed their aggression
toward us personally as an audience, there were feelings of humiliation
and
degradation.
the
feelings
Unfortunately,
seemed few and far between, and
virtually nobody exhibited the
conscientiousness needed to display their feelings of objectivity.
For those of you who were not
present, NBN started out with
excusable comments like, "all the
women in the audience bend over,
shake your asses in the air" and
regressed to "and all the men in
the room? You like pussy? Can
you smell it? We can smell it up
here!" Perhaps this doesn't sound
terribly offensive as words on a
page or even as lyrics on a CD, but
when it's being directed to you
spontaneously and unrehearsed, it
provokes humiliation and disesteem. Later in the show, sexual
violence resurfaced in the angry
thrusting of their genitalia while
staring directly ' into our . eyes.
Even when two offended females

i

•v Kim Boyca
Former Spa Employee
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^r— J ane Stevens '01

Frisbee team crus hes
Farmington

Stevens had a record high 26 saves in field hockejr's firstever win against 16th-ranked Middlebury,the defending
Division HI NCAA champions. She held off Middlebury
through regulation time and two overtime periods.

On Saturday ; Colby's Ultima te
Frisb ee team hasted Bates and the
Uraveris ty of Maine at Farming ton
for its third tournamen t of the
semester :
Thou gh some of the home play^
ers initially had problem s staying
on their feet so earl y on a Satur day
morning , the student and faculty
squad quickly acclimate d, winning three strai ght games to boost
its record to 9-0 on the season. The
team defea ted Bates A by a score of
15-9, Ba tes B by 15^4, . and
Farmington 15-11.
The team is now looking forward to the N_SCRACK tournament at Bates in early November -

Carrie Torrisi '02 -—?

Torrisi kept Colby alive through the 3rd and 4th OT periods,
and blocked a critical shot in the ensuing shoot-off to give
Colby the win.
JENNY CDONELL / THE COLBY ECHO

Cross country building momentum
By SUZANNE SKINNER
STAFF WETTER

' Four runners from the men's track
team achieved their best times yet at
the New England Collegiate Cross
Countr y Meet on Saturday . They
•were Brend an Gavin '01 with a time
of 26:44, Nick Gaubinger '02 with
27:34, Chris Cogbill '02 with 27:35,
_nd Eric Washer '02 with 27:45.
v
«. The meet was "the best race of the
R eason ," said men's Captain Tim
Foley '00.
" The women 's team was just as
positive about the race. Heather
Daur '00 reached a personal best,
and with a time of 18:12, Sarah
Toland '00 placed 22nd over all.
, This is impres sive considering
the meet in Boston involved
tWvision I, II , and III tea ms from all
over New England. Althoug h th e
Division M Colb y Cross Country
teams could not reall y compete with
the Division I teams, both the men's

and women's teams had stron g
races , with many runners achieving
per sonal b est s.
"The team is certainl y impr oving
a lot and getting read y to peak for
the champ ionshi p season," said
Foley.
"We stepped it up and came
together as a team," said G aubinger ,
who felt the Boston race helped
them get fired up for the next meet.
Althoug h both teams had a good
race, they are at different points in
theirrespective seasons.
Katie MacDonald
'02 said,
"O verall , the team thou ght [the race]
went pretty well."
Said Rachel Meiklejohn '02,
"Some peop le had a really good

ra ce,"
"We have a great team with close
runners ," Meiklejohn agreed.
With the top three runners graduating last year , the men's team considers this a rebuildin g year.
"If s a lot differe nt from last year.
No one standou t individual leads
the. team," said Gaubinger.
Ins tead , every runner has to take
some responsibility. Not havin g one
standout individual is helping the
whole team mature and is makin g
everyone better runners for the
-future , he said.
Both teams are lookin g forward
to the upcoming champ ionshi p
meet s and next year.
"We're def initely losing people,
but we can most likely fill those
spots," said MacDonald.
With strong freshmen runners the two runners of the week, James
Cowan and M att Nelson, were freshmen - the team can only get stronger.
The women 's team is also pr edicting
a stron g season next year.

SOCCER: Men drop f inalgame against Middlebury
'Continued from page twelve
- "It was sunny, 70 degrees , and
because of the long weekend many
peop le came to the game to give us
Support. It was also great to get thatsecond goal to take some of the pressure off," he said.
t The final game of the tri p came
agains t Middlebury, which is currently ranked No. 1 in New England.
i*Colb y did not play badl y, trailing only
1-0 at halftime , bu t wa s not able to
hold on as it was handed a 4-0 defeat.
L

"Th ey were very big and fa st and
put a lot of pr essure on us", said
Serdjenian. "Our guys did not even
feel they played that bad of a game.
Middlebury was just a more talented
team than we were. "
"We hav e lost a couple of 1-0
games so far this season, so those
really could have gone either way if
could have converted a coup le more
of our chances. That is the difference
between our being 6-2 and being 4-4.
I t is very fine line between havin g

said.
Colby still has some very big

games left on its schedule. The squad
plays Ba tes, Bowdoin and Amhers t
over the next few of weeks. If Colby
performs well over this time period ,
it has a shot at making the ECAC
tournament. Colb y's next game is at
home Oct. 21 against The University
of New England at 3:30 p.m.
_
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what could be called a very good season and a pr ett y good season, but
we've been playing pre tt y well," he
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Colby 1
Middlebury 2
NESCAC LEAUGUE STANDEINGS
College
W L T Pet
Streak
Williams .
9 0 1
.950
U10
Bowdoin
8 2 0
.800
W2
.800
Middlebury
8 2, ^ 0
W6
Amhers t
7 1 3
.772
U3
Tufts
7 2 1
.750
W4
Bates
5 4 0
.556
Ll
Hamilton
5 2 4
.636
U5
Conn. College 5 6 0
.455
Ll
Colby
3 5 1 .389
L3
Trinity
3 5 1
.389
Ll
Wesleyan
2 8 0
.200
Wl
Game Results From the Week of October 17
Amhers t 10, Colby-Sawyer 1;
Amhers t 3, Eastern Conn. 0;
Amhers t 0, Williams 0 (OT)
Bowdoin 2, Plymouth State 0;
Bowdoin 2, Conn. College 0;
Hamilton 2, Skidmore 1;
Hamilton 2, Rensselaer 1;
Middlebt ury 8, Norwich 0;
Trinity 1, Tufts 3;
Wesleyen 1, St. J oseph's 0;
Williams 3, Union 2 (OT);
Player of the Week
Caroline Budney - Bowdoin College Firs tyear - Forward - Manlius , N.Y. Coming off the
bench, Budne y helped the Polar Bears to a 2-0
week. She netted both game-winning goals
for Bowdoin as they defeated Plymouth State
2-0 and Connecticut College 2-0.
NESCACs Leading Scorers
Name (School)
G A P
Cathy Poor (Ainhers t)
8
2 18
Meg Borney. (Midd.)
7
4 18
8
1 17
Jill Caterer (Williams)
CC Ciafone (Williams)
6
3 15
Molly Holmber g (Midd.)
7
0 14
Ka te OMalle y (Bates)
6
2 14
Lynn Cooper (Tufts)
4
6 14
Christine O'Donnell (Colby) 6
0 12
Stacey Starner (Williams)
5
2 12
Meghan Welch (Conn.)
5
2 12
Alison Lavoie (Bowdoin)
4
3 11
NESCACs Leading Goalkeepers
Name (School)
GP/Min.
Rebecca Brooks (Williams)
10/ 938
Brooke Diamond (Amhers t) 11/1080
Randee McArdle (Tufts)
9/785
Azure Davey (Hamil ton)
9/9O0
Sarah Farmer (Bowdoin)
9/ 735
Ali Connolly (Midd.)
10/904
Kim Martell (Bates)
9/769
Sarah Bradle y (Trinity)
8/750
Amanda Baltzley (Conn.)
11/ 890
Ella Naef (Wesleyan)
10/900
Abby Kussell (Colby)
6/511

Induvidual Colby Results:
Sarah Toland (22), Maria Mensching (33),
Corey Dwyer (145), Gay le Pageau (152),
Tiffany Frazar (155), Rachel Meiklejohn (175)
Katie MacDonald (179)

SV
27
74
49
91
41
37
51
98
77
139
45

Wk H

COLBT. 17

AMHERST 24
NESCAC LEAGUE STANDINGS

College
ALWD
Williams
Trinity
tails
Wesleyan
Amhcmt

W L

PS PA

YDS

4
3
3
3
2

118
79
86
105
54

1628
1200
1291
1648
1037

773
1244
1257
1273
950

1358
£73
670
1086

1271
1333
1294
1694

0
1
1
1
2

Middlebury 2 2

10
44
61
69
57

76 85

1 MEDIUM2-TOPPING PIZZA & 2 I URGE CHEESE PIZZA j
DELIVERED
I 12 01.CANS OF COCA-COLA j
I
ICLASSIC*,DIET COKE* OR SPRITE* I extra toppings $1.00 more " Bowdoin
22, Hamilton 12;
Williams 25, Middlebury 0;
¦
¦
¦
Trinity 13, Tufts 7.
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Hamilton

1
1
1
0

3
3
3
4

68
42
52
60

90
102
107
115

1314 1262

Game Results From October 16
Wesleynn 36, Bates 29 (ot);
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PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Offensive Plsycr of the Week
Mitt Perceval (Wesleyan • Sr. ¦WR - 6'0" 185lb» ¦Box Elder, S,D.) Perceval staked his
claim «s the best receiver in the conference by
making 13 catches for 227 yards and throe
touchdowns , helping Wesleyan subdue Bates
in overtime , 36-29, Perceval caught passes for
touchdowns of 51 and 36 yards during regulation lime. After the Bobcats mado a comeback to tie the game, Perceval caught tho
gamo-winner as ho liaulod in a six-yard strike
in overtime. Tho conference lender with 10,5
receptions per game, Perceval averagod 17,5
yards per catch against Ihe Bobcats,

PUytr ol the Weak
I Difenilv*
Ron Thomas (Hamilton - J r. ¦DL - 6'3" •
265lb» - Brooklyn, N.Y) Although Hamilton
lost to Bowdoin, 2242, Tl.omits was one
wracking crow. He registered 14 tack! milking
les (eight solo) along with throo tackles for a
8 Ioibnoon,(-20)Thomas
and two Mcks (-17) on tho afto
lend* tho Continentals in all of
J throe cf tho categories for the tenion.
of tho Wok
Brian Fabrlilo (Trinity • Fr. • RB • 5'10" j Rookli
19Slba • Norwoll, Muss) Fabrlilo did It all in
helping Trinity stun previously unbeaten

NEW ENGLAND WOMEN'S VARSITY
1999 CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP
Franklin Park , Boston,MA October 15,1999
12:45 pm.
1. Providence (39)
2. Boston (49)
3. Dar tmouth (130)
4. Harvard (154)
5. Univ. Vermont (175)
6. Yale Universi ty (179)
7. Middlebury (242)
8. UMass-Amherst (251)
9. Brown University (346)
9. New Hampshire (346)
11. Williams College (359)
12. Brandeis Univ. (392)
13. Amherst College (393)
14. Univ.Connecticut (487)
15. Holy Cross (490)
16. Colby College (508)
17. Rhode Island (516)
18. Cen. Connecticut (520)
19. Univ. of Maine (569)
20. Tufts University (573)
21. Bates College (664)
22. Spring field Coll (703)
23. Wesleyan Univ. (704)
24. SaConnecticut (728)
25. Sacred Hear t Un. (732)
26. Southern Maine (759)
27. Connecticut Coll (767)
28. Merrimack Coll. (807)
29. UMass-Lowell (810)
30. Wellesley Coll. (822)
31. MIT (884)
32. Quinnipiac Coll. (893)
33. Mt Holoke Coll. (920)
34. Stonehill Coll. (930)
35. Northeastern (949)
36. Trinity College (953)
37. Bentley College (954)
38. Keene State (982)
39. Smith College (1073)
40. Assumption Coll. (1253)
41. Univ. Hartford (1325)
42. Worcester St. (1360)

,

| Tufts, Not only did the rookie run tho ball 22
times for 126 yards (5,7 average) and a touchhe also caught two pasaea for 20 yards
¦ down,
Along with displaying his rushing and

receiving prowess, Tabrlzlo alio threw a flvoyard option pais an tho Bantams won, 13-7,

COLBY 0
MIDDLEBURY 4
NESCAC
College
Williams
Middlebury
Tufts
Amhers t
Bowdoin
Trini ty
Wesleyan
Bates
Colby
Conn. College
Hamil ton

LEAGUE STANDINGS
W L T
Pet
Streak
9 0 1
.950
U10
8 0 2
.900 U10
7 2 1
.750 Ll
6 2 1
.722 Ll
6 2 1
.722 W4
7 3 0
.700 W3
5 4 0
.556
Wl
,500
4 4 1
U
.500 Ll
4 4 0
3 5 1
.389
L2
3 6 1
.350 L2

Game Results From the Week of October 16
Amherst 1, Wheaton 0;
Amherst 0, Williams 2;

Bates 2, Springfie ld 3 (OT);
Bowdoin 3, Southern Maine 0;
Bow doin 2, Conn. College 0;
Ha milton 1, URochester 2; •
Middlebury 2, Norwich 1;
Tri n it y 5, Easter n Conn. 0;
Trinity 2, Tufts I (OT);
Tufts 1, Salem State 0 (OT);
Wcsleycn 0, Western Conn, 2;
Wesleycn 4, Stevens Tech. 0;
Williams \. Babson 0;

Player of the Week
Brett MacQuarne ¦Trinity College
Junior • Forward - Cohasswt , Mass.
MncQunme came off the bench to lead tlie
Bantams to a 2-0 week with six points,
Following two assists In Trinity 's 6-0 win over
Eastern Connecticut , ho netted both goals in
thoir 2-1 overtime victory nt 7-1-1 Tufts ,
NESCACs Loading Scorers
Name (School)
G A P
Matt Adlor (1\ifts)
9 2
Andy Kay (Amherst)
6 5
John Glannacopoulos (Midd ,) 7 1
6 2
Brett MacQuarne (Trinity )
Morgan Sandoll (Trinity)
6 2
5 4
Kylo Dozotoll (Midd.)
4 6
Andy Apstoln (Bates)
Alex Blake (Williams)
6 1
6 1
Brian Luoma (Dates)
5 1
Sieve Clark (Tufts)
3 5
David Dulow (Bowdoin)
3 5
Jeremy Smith (Bowdoin)

20
17
15
14
14
14
14
13
13
11
11
11

NESCACs Leading Goalkeeper *
Name(8chool) ' ,
GP/MIn , SV
Tbm Cnsnrelln (Bowdoin)
9/810
25
Rynn Splcer (Wllll»m«)
10/721
19
Brian Hamm (Middleb ury) 10/1011 53
Dill Drum (Amherst )
39
9/810
Tbm Hombnck flWnlty)
W/ 90S 32
Steve McDormld (Tufls)
10/899 40
8/678
33
Nonh levine (Woaloyan)
Dan Spoctor (Bates)
9/904
39
Doug Bollard (Hamilton)
10/862 43
6/840
26
J ustin Amlnult (Colby)
48
Zach Roth (Conn.)
8/671

COLB"Y 3
Middlebury 2 (OT)
"
NESCAC LEAUGUE STANDINGS ;
College
W
L
Pet
Streak
Bowdoin
9
1
.900
W4
Williams
9
1
.900
W7
Amhers t
9
2
.818
Ll
Wesleyan
8
3
.727
Wl
Bates
7
3
.700
W2
Colby
6
4
.600
Wl
Middlebury . . 6
5
.545
L3 .
TUfts
6
5
.545
W2
Trinity
3
7
.300
Ll '
Conn.College
3
8
.273
L4
Hamilton
3
9
.250
L5 .
Game Results From the Week of October 17
Ainhers t 2, Clark 1;
Amhers t 2, Williams 3;
Bates 8, Simmons 0;
Bates 1, NE College 0 (OT);
Bowdoin 2, Plymouth State 0;
Bowdoin 4, Conn. College 0;
Conn. College 1, Springfield 2;
Conn. College 1, Moun t Holyoke 3;
Hamilton 2, SUNY-Genese 3;
Ham ilton 1, Hartwick 5;
Middlebury 2, Williams 3;
Trinity 3, Southern Conn. 0;
Trinity 3, Smith 0;
..
.
Trinity 2, Tufts 3 (OT);
Tufts 1, Wesleyan 0;
Wesleyan 7, Elms 2;
Co-Players of the Week
Heather Hawes - Bowdoin College Senior - .'¦
Forward - Wfestport , Mass. Hawes scored four
of the 13th-ranked Polar Bears ' six goals to
give them a 2-0 week. She netted both goals
in a 2-0 win agains t Plymouth State. In the 4-0
victory over Connecticut College, Hawes contributed two goals and an assist.
Whitney Brown - Trinity College Junior Midfielder - Northfield , Hi. In the Bantams ' 21 week, Brown totaled nine points on four
,
goals and _ m assist. She-had two goals in ; "' :
Trinity's 3t0 win over Southern Connecticut ,
while scoring a goal and dishing out an assist
in their 3-0 win against Smith. She ended the
week with a goal in Trnity 's 3-2 over time'loss
at Tufts.
. 1.!!

NESCACs Leading

Scorers
G A P
Name (School)
Hea ther Hawes (Bowdoin)
15 6 '
8
5
A.J. Smith (Wesleyan)
Alie Stechenberg (Amherst)
8
5
Dana Chiwis (tofts)
9
2
Maura Trail (Wesleyan)
6'
6
Nina Johnson (Midd.)
8
1
Nahal Batmang helidj (Midd.) 7
2
Robynne DeCaprio (Colby) 7
1
Johanna Babb (Bowdoin)
5
5
Alexis Scott (Williams)
5
5

NESCACsLeading Goalkeeper s
Name (School)
GP/Min. SV
Beth Sensing (Amherst)
11/813
32
Lauren Fitch (Bowdoin) , 10/703
48
' 10/ 686 V 72 '.
Peggy Picks (Bales)
Thryn Hutchins-Cabibi (Wes.) 10/650
49
10/722
168
Je n Akey (Williams)
Dena Sloan (Tufts)
9/639
64
10/635
92
Ja ne Stevens (Colby)
10/719
13i
Jessica Martin (Trinity )
Becca Randall (Midd.)
11/791
85
Katie Slem (Conn.)
11/815
100
Lorena Gonzalez (Ham.)
12/880 206

NEW ENGLAND MEN'S VARSITY

1999 CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIP
Franklin Park , Boston,MA Octaber 18,1999

1, Brown (66)
2, Boston C (96)
3, Providence (106)
4, Keene St (127)
5, Yale (130)
6, Harvard (188)
7, UCONN (254)
8, Williams (284)
9, Boston U (328)
10, Bates (343)
11, MIT (351)
12, Tufts (380)
13, UMnss/Amherst (401)
14, URI (408)
15, Maine (425)
16, Vermont (466)
17, CCSU (503)
18, Ilentloy (507)
19, Northeastern (S10)
20, Trinity (S31)
21,SCSU(369)
22, Southern Maine (875)
23, Brandois (51)0)
24, Conn. College <591)
2S, UMasa /Lowoll (614)
26, Amherst (623)
27, Middlebury (669)
28, Merrimack (721)
29, Now Haven(7Z«)
30, Springfield (79*6)
31, HoIy Cross(80S)
32, 8»cred Heart (930)
33, Wesleyan (949)
34, Stonohlll (982)
SB, Colby (1039)
36, Bryant College (1058)
37, Hartford (1108)
38, Quinnipiac (1186) ,
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39,Assumption(1223)
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Induvidual Colby Results!
Dnndan Gavin (189), Nick Gsublngtr (210), (
Chris Cogbill (211), Eric Washer (318), Justin I
SKniMck (241), Jcritn Sullivan (2*8),Justin ,
8uklsnnlk (261)
¦
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By The
Numbers

By MATT APUZZO
EDITOR IN CHIEF

42

Passing yards

by Matt Smith
in the football
team 's upset
win over the
Wesleyan
Cardinals .

197

Passing yards

by Smith in
Saturday 's
game. The
Mules lost by

seven.

16
National

ranking of
Middlebury 's

field hockey
team , which
Colb y defeated
this weekend

9-0

Colb y's

Ultimate
Frisbee Team's

Record

26

Saves by J ane
Stevens vs.

Middlebury

4

Games won at
women's
volleyball
tournament

288

Number of
runners at the
women's New
England
Collegiate
Cross Country
Meet, featuring
Div. I, II, and III
schools

22

Place Sarah
Toland
finished at that
race

33

Place Maria
Mensching
finished at that
;Vf : ; '.: :. , race. ¦

:^;r:;;9i; ,;

Finishes of the ¦
'
: . Gplty arid _, ,; '
Bates squads.
¦respeWe&at

:v:jM i'Sttk;.- .
'' ¦ '
'
'

' '
'
. ._ ;

t -v y , - :,. < ;¦>

'

V

'

Paul Miceli at the Col'by 37.
Two plays later , the Lord
J effs were in the endzone again
and the Mules were down 17-7,
"That was the real back
breaker ," said Austin. "Is it
disheartening? Certainly. But
you have to set that aside. It' s
one play. You have to have a
short memory. "

'

,. . ,
.
iA

MELANIE GURYANSKY /THE COLBY ECHO

Quarterback Matt Smith '00 drops back to pass as Bodo Heiliger '02 gives him time.

After a Keith Jonassen '02
field goal, the Mules trailed by
seven> but the Lord Jeffs scored
again behind Flavin. Smith
then orchestrated a 13-play, 55yard drive that culminated in
Smith leaping into the endzone
from one yard out.
The 21-point third quarter
sealed the victory, as the Mule
offense failed to come up with
a winning drive in the fourth.
Smith was sacked seven times
on the afternoon and was
pressured heavily down the
stretch.
"That's certainly something
we need to work on, picking
up the blitz more," said
Austin. "(Amherst) really
turned it up in the fourth
quarter,"
The Mules also allowed a
series of big punt returns that
made it impossible for Smith to
start with decent field position.
Saturday, the squad is in
Clinton, N.Y., to take on the
Hamilton Continentals, who
are 0-4, but have a very potent
attack,
offensive
The
Continentals boast a veteran
quarterback but a . weak

defense. The Mules will have
to capitalize on the weakened
defense and keep the ball in
the hands of Smith and the
offense.
"They have a scary
offense," said Austin ,
With a big defensive performance and , as Austin said,
"special teams piny that doesn't shoot ourselves in the
foot," the Mules could be 2-3
when they return for parents '
weekend ,

J ENNY O'DONNELL /THE COLBY ECHO

(Top ) Adam Rolewicz '01 tries to avoid going out of bounds
Saturday , (Beloiv) Rolcwicz hauls in a pass fr omSmith
with room to run

Deportiva Indica wins IPLAY Final in Shoot-out •
By EMILY ZLATIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Daniel Schmidt '00 defected
from I-PLAY soccer team
Deportiva Indica to the White
Russians after the first game of
the season. Thursday, his old
team handed him a bit of
revenge, winning the I-PLAY
competitive soccer championships in a 3-1 penaltyJdck
shootout to settle a 1-1 regulation tie.
"1 knew most of the people
on the White Russians so I sort
of jumped ship after the first
game," said Schmidt, who had
two roommates playing on
Deportiva Indica.
His
roommates, Pete
Hirschfeld '00 and Josh
Gartland '00 clearly came ready
to play, as the goalkeeper
Hirschfeld allowed only the
one goal and Gartland scored
the regulation goal for Indica.
"It made the game more
exciting for the fans to have
somebody to give a hard time
to," said Schmidt.
Both teams were undefeated
heading into the final. In an
earlier match they had held
each other to a scoreless tie.
Both teams had several senior
players looking for one last
chance at an I-PLAY championship T-shirt.
Schmidt '00 endured constant taunts from both the
Indica bench and Indica player
Wilder Doucette '00, who
sho-uted "DAN-NY" following
Indica's victory.
Spectators and fans, who
had accumulated throughout
the regular season, also made
themselves heard with signs,
cheers, and taunts. Indica's
supporters began a celebration
that continued throughout the
night, bringing together members of both teams to watch a
video of the game recorded by
Indica supporters Nick Tongen
'00 and C.J. Nessher '00.
Although only five teams
competed in the competitive
league this year, the competition was intense and the regular season games were very
close.
There was no score in the
first half, as Indica failed to
capitalize early on, despite several great opportunities. The
squad finally got the chance it
was looking for just after halftime, when Aubrey Love '00
took a throw-in from the far
comer and managed to find the
head of Gartland '00 just outside the far post.

INDICA FOUND THE
BACK OF THE NET
ON ITS NEXT
THREE SHOTS BY

Josh Carey 'OO, *
Taylor tribble
'OO , and
Hirshfeld, who
came out of the

goal to drill

'¦

one by the

4

GOALKEEPER.

This 1-0 lead was maintained until the final minutes of
the game by the fierce Indica
defense of Griffin Monahan '00
and Gartland, who along with
keeper Hirshfeld, repeatedly
denied the White Russians significant access to easy goals.
The efforts of the White
Russian offense, led by John
Rickert '00 and Ben Farrell '02,
were finally rewarded when
Farrell got his foot on a loose
ball in a scramble just a few feet
from the goal.
With four minutes remaining, the game reached a new
level of intensity as both teams
fought to score before the clock
ran out. Two five-minute sudden-death overtimes followed ,
and then a penalty shoot-out
that inspired several members
of the Indica fan club to take
their shirts off on a cold night
in support of the players.
Both Indica and the White
Russians missed their first
penalty shots due to spectacular goal-keeping, but Indica
found the back of the net on its
next three shots by Josh Carey
'00, Taylor Tribble '00, and
Hirshfeld, who came out of the
goal to drill one by the goalkeeper.
Despite a fantastic shot by
Jeff Mccloskey '00 into the
upper side netting of the goal,
the White Russians were
unable to match Indica's example and lost 3-1 in the shootout.
In the recreational the Mary
Low Riders defeated Flip Mode
Squad, 1-0 in regulation.
Professor Raffael Scheck of the
history department scored the
only goal.
As for Schmidt, he says he
plans to play I-PLAY football,
but for Indica.
"They're going to let me
back," he said.
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Men s soccer
wins 2. loses 2
By BEN SEXTON

:Z

Farmington on Oct. 6,
"(UMP is) A very good defenSTAFF WRITER
sive team who did not allow
," said
After playing the majority of many good chances
'
Serdjenian.
.
its early games at home, the
The lone goal of the game
Colby men's soccer team recently embarked on a four game was not scoreduntil the 86th
road trip , After traveling to minute , when Jaime Lue took a
Babson , University of Maine at cross from Nick Cra wford and
Farmington,
Clark
and scored the game-winner on a
COLBY
BCHO
/THE
GURYANSKY
MBLANIB
Middlebury , the Mules returned header. Colby contro lled the
home having posted a 2-2 mark flow of the game from the outfor the trip , Their record now set, outshoot ing the Beavers 17-5
stands at an even 44 roughl y and having eight corne r kicks to
UMF' s three, But the Beavers
halfway throug h the season,
hung
tough until Lue put the
The first game of the road trip
point.
game
away.
Colby finished off the day with a some- was played on Oct. 2nd against
Over the long weekend ,
what anticlimact ic match against the Babson College, Coach Mark Colby played again
st Clark and
described
it
as
Serdj
enian
being
Camels, beating them 15-6, 15-2 and 15-1.
gained
another
victory,
this time
a
very
evert
and
hard
fought
"
Fiebelkorn had 27 assists nnd 4 aces, Cuiffo gam
but the Mules came by a score of 2-0. Lue scored
e,"
had 10 kills, 10 digs, and 3 aces. Carey also away with a disappo inting 1-0 again for the Mules in the first
had ip kills, along with 3 solo blocks. loss.
half and Grant Swisher '02 iced .
ohnson
had
and
tilsbeJn had 11 digs,
J en J
Babson scored its goal mid- it by scoring again in the second,
I VV
6, First-year Brook McNally '03 had 4 aces in way thr ough the first half, leav- Backup goalie David Friedman
a single game; Which ties the school record. ing Colby plenty of time to tie '02 earned a star t in this game
posted his first shutout of
' We 're starting to get health y, and we're the game, but the Mules were and
season,
the
an described
>a lot mow focused; which allows us to finish unable to put the ball in the net. it as "A greatSerdjeni
day for agaime."
The
second
game
of
the
trip
a great
in close matches These wins areNES
provided a more favorable result
/^ulid-wp; ^ri^tes ^d ^ryith ^
CAC for the Mules - a 1-0 victory oyer SOGCE^Icontinued on
jcM^pHto^
;¦ , ; ¦ ¦ ¦
: The University of Maine at page eleven
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Colby volleyball sweep s at NESCAC Quad

apiece, and Anne Trlcoml '02 hod 6.
First-year DS laural Burnharn '03 had 12
digs, as did Cuiffo, Weisbeln had 11, an d
Colby women'svolleybaH team defeated Anne Tricoml finished off, with ten.
In the second match , Colby pull ed ou t a
all three opponents It faced at the NESCAC
Qua d on Saturday in what coach Candlce hard-fought win over Trini ty, which had
Parent called, "a solid performance by all," defeated Colby several times In the finals
Hamilton ^ fell 3-(T in its sot against the over the past few years , Game scores were
Mules, and the women beat rival Trini ty in 9-15, 15-13, 1541, 12-15 and 1341. ;
^
five games, and
just a few short
Fiebelkorn rjad 47 assists,
Connecticut
College , in
¦
¦
¦
'
. ,'
three ,
.y, yr; , . of the school record of 54, which she holds.
v
In tlie first match of the day against Cuiffb .had a , dornJniating 'taatch, with 22
Hamilton, Colby took the three games 13-7, kills, and 18 digs, ilnd went a perfect 28 for
15-7; and 15-13. Senior captain Missy 28 in service, with 3 aceSrCarey had 14 kills,
Fiebelkorn led the offense with 29 assists, li '$\&-iutAj' ; VlM
Amanda Cuiffo '02 had 9 kill*,' Reagan and 4 blpcks, and
! J«.n Miiisoh 'bO \\»d 9klilp
Carey '01 ¦ and Jess Weisbeln W Had , 8 «i4>>to ^. (m-tf -^ ^ ;^ %
¦
f^ <yZ Z^ZY} <:,, Z Zy . Z Z, Yyy, ","y :';y:^ ' y ,¦ : _ ' ;' _ ; ,
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Take a few seconds -to look
over the game films for the
Mule football team's first four
games and at times it hard to
believe the squad is 1-3. At
other times, it is all too easy.
Over fall break, the Mules
traveled to t Middletown,
Conn., and upset a Wesleyan
squad believed to be one of
the top teams in the conference. Boasting the top-ranked
quarterback and a prime time
receiver, the Cardinals looked
to run the score up on the
Mules.
But the Colby def en se,
which has been the cornerstone of the team all season,
refused to break and despite
294 total yards from the
Cardinals, the Mules came out
on top, 13-7.
The Mule offense put the
ball in the endzone twice,
despite only 42 passing yards
from quarterback Matt Smith
'00.
"That was really something," said head coach Tom
Austin. "Our kids really
played with a lot if intensity."
The Mule defense sacked
Wesleyan quarterback Jake
Fay five times, and despite 121
yards from receive! Matt
Perceval, the Cardinals only
got into the endzone once.
Faye was also picked off three
times, as Lee Carlson, Jason
Brooks and Mark D'Ambrosio
keyed in on the star quarterback.
Just as it looked like the
Mules were on their way to
their first time at .500 since
1995, an Amherst team with
problems of its own handed
the squad a 24-17 loss on
homecoming weekend.
The Mules held a 7-3 lead
at halftime as Smith and the
offense hit on all cylinders for
the first time this season.
Smith tossed for 100 yards in
the first half and connected
with Andy Tripp for a touchdown in the second quarter.
The Mule defease also
played strong, allowing only a
field goal when pressured deep
in its own territory, Brendan
McGillick '01 had three of the
Mules' seven sacks.
"We had the momentum,
but we didn't sense the kill at
halftime," said Austin.
Early in the third quarter,
the Mules gave up a 57-yard
touchdown pass from Peter
Honig to Matt Flavin to put
the squad in a 10-7 hole.
On the ensuing kickoff,
however, the Mule special
teams produced a costly fumble that would change the
entire momentum of the game.
Dan Greenfield '02 mishandled
a short kickoff , which was
recovered by an Amherst's

By MATTNELSON

FinisK of the
top Bates
runner
in that
¦
'- " , ! wee, _ ¦"
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Afte r imp ress ive upset ,
Mules fall to Lord Jeffs
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